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CHAPTER I 
DtTRODUCTION 
.•.. ~l . For many tuberculous patients the period following 
,, ::;hospital discharge is a most difficult·. and challenging 
'( 
experience. Hospital authorities are beginning to see that 
· their work is just commencing when the patient walks out 
l 
<the hospital door. 
At the time of discharge the patient has usually 
overcome the emotional shock of diagnoais. He has become 
familiar with the draining demands of physical, social and 
·,emotional adjustment to a disease characterized by chron1-
·. city, infectiousness and restrictive activity. Bow he 
these demands will largely determine the kind or social 
adjustment he will be able to make in the post-hospital 
But discharge in itself is a far-reaching problem 
of great consequence. The character of discharge oftentimes 
is a good index to post-hospital adjustment. 
Ge~er~lly speaking, tuberculous patients leaving the 
Veterans Administration hospitals can be classified into 
two groups: l) regular dischargees or patients leaving 
with the advice and consent or medical author1 ties, and 2') 
irregular dischargoes or patients leaving against medical . 1 
advice, absent without official leave or because of disor-
derly conduct. This latter group comprise an aver increasing 
l Albert Lasky and Kenneth w. Hamilton, Tho Impor-
tance of Rehabilitatione.l Therapy, p. 1. 
number leaving the Veterans Admin! a tra tlon hoap1 tala. During 11 
... 
:~. t 
_' t ,•:<·: f.;. 
the fiscal year 1946, ot all tho tuberculous veterans (othor 
-than transfers) who were discharged trom the Veterans Admi-
nistration hospitals, 54 per aunt had irregular discharges 
(absent without official lanva --AWOL-- 33 per cent;· 
·against med1oal advice --· Abt.A -- 19 per oent; disciplinary, 
2 
2 per cent.) 
The Veterans Administration has long recognized tubercu-
' :,,;,, · ;loaia as a serious problem. \ · 
,/ .. :; . 
... 
' . During the po.st 25 years, 200,000 veterans o~. 
world War I have been hospitalized fo:r:- tuberculosis • 
. : About 16,000 are &·till boing admitted annually !"or 
.. treatment. What the contribution ot World War II will 
: be we .'do not know, although up to June, 1946, some .· 
.13,700 oases were already under treatment. A report on 
' June 30; 1946, showed that ot the s,eoo tuberculosis 
cases discharged trom Veterans Administration hospitals 
in 1946 only 9 per cent could be considered medioall~ 
rehabilitated, that is~ arrested, apparently arrested, or 
quiescent. A nation-wide survey of tuberculosis hoapi-
. :; tala and sana to ria in 1934 revealed that 29 por c.ent of' 
, all discharged oases were arrested or quiescent, nearly 
three times tho highest rate achieved by Veterans Admi-
nistration hospitals .. :. • a bad pension system and a lax·' 
Veterans Administration hospital disoip~ine allowed . 
patients to go and come as they please. ..· . . 
· The Veterans Administration is not unaware of the diffi" 
· cult problems involved in tho oaro and treatment of the 
· .: ... tuberculous pationt. The tx•emendouo growth made by the . 
,. :. ' 
\1: 
·.'j, : : 
~ : 
: 
Social Sorv1oo Unit of the J.tedica1 Division is an indication 
that tho severity or tho tuberculosis problem is boing 
2 Veterans Administration, Instructions For Study 
ot Irregular D1schar!es Received ~ Tuberculous patients 
Prom VA Hospitals, I 49. 
3 Henry H. Kessler, Rehabilitation 2£ ~Physically 
Handicapped, p. 69. 
•'· 
'• 
'i 
This study will be partly concerned with the 
; ;l tuberculosis program and services offered by the social 
J. 
Service Unit of the Boston Regional Office, Veterans Adminis-
tration in Boston, Massachusetts. 
The social factors inherent in a tuberculous patient's 
·.,1 total personality and environmental situation which foster 
} 
'}}positive or negative post-hospital adjustment will constitute 
1another large part of this study. 
j.'"' 
'! 
The important goal of treatment in pulmonary tubercu- . 
losis is the arrest of the disease ••• arrest rather than 
cure because complete eradication is rarel1 achieved. 
What occurs is a sort of a~ned truce between the repara-
tive power of the body and the activity or virulence of 
the tuberculosis organisms. Because this balance is 
critically small, the individual is subject to relapse. 
Recurrence may be due to (l) incidental respiratory 
infection or exposure to another large dose of tubercle 
bacilli or (2) more commonly, from lowering of the 
patient's resistance. The factors underlying human 
resistance to disease are not too well defined. While 
biological processes are dominant there are also social 
factors---income, condition ot work, improper housing, 
and inadequtte nutrition which influences the patient's 
resistance. 
• 
1 and referred f'rom a Vet.,t•ans Adm1ri1strotion hoapital. and 
(2) to compare, evaluate £md analyze the post-hospital 
·.~ 
.:· 
' J social adjustments of fifty tuboreuloua vctornnn, tu:enty-rive, 
.. ~· of whom hod received rogulnr disohurgon und twcnty-fivo of 
)" 
'¥ whom had received irregulnr discharge a. 
·.' 
Method ~ scope 
The method of this study wns confined to case studies~ 
There are nineteen Votorane Adm1n1ntrnt1on hospitals spe-
5 
, c1alizing in tuberculosis. Tho hospital in Rutland Ue1ghta, 
·~ 
,, 
I 
I 
I. 
1 
t Massachusetts is one of ~.hoae nineteen. It has a bod oapaoity· 
or 500 with two social workers assigned to the Social service. 
Unit or that hospital. The major number ot tuberculosis 
. ~ 194'7 , : ~ . This period WdB chosen arbitrarily. There ware 
eighty-nine oases referred. Nineteen of this numbor ware 
unavailable because or assignment to outlying areas. or the 
5 Jack ll. Stipe; "social Sorvico in tho Voternns 
Administration," Journal~ social Caaework. February, 1948 
P• 45 • 6 Ibid., P• 44. 
-
seventy remaining cases, fifty were selected on the .basis 
Yi 
' o.r available adequate case r:to. to rial for purpose a of this 
Twenty~f1ve constituted regular or discharges with 
medical n1v1ce and consent and twenty-five ware irregular 
':: or discharges without medical o..dv·ice and consent. The 
' 
.!'' f; period or follow-up among the oo.ses studied varied from two 
~:.~· 
'{ weeks to six months. The hospl tal required a follow-up re.-
. r patients had irregular discharges J among the veterans who 
\ :~ had regular discharges t~e hospital requested a report af'ter. 
·,y 
\ 
a longar period or follow-up. The function of the social 
service department at the hospital did not include extensive 
:;£ post-hospital follow-up. This 1a in par:-t due to the li:.ni ted 
,. 
number of workers and the large case loads •. The hospital 
social worker's main functionswere: (l) lmttiodinte contact 
.. Jr on admission e.t which time so1n.o interpretation or the aocial-
;;' 
; emotional aspects of his illneos is given the patient, (2) 
ward rounds to provide a sustained and continuous contact 
with the patient so thnt rise and fall in morale can be 
obsorvod nnd early reoogn1tlon made of worries, anxieties 
and physical progress, (3) adequate and effective planning 
for discharge, and (4) preparation tor medical-social follow-
up which falls outside the hospital and rests lnrgely with 
the Social Service staff of tho Boston Regional Office. 
The services provided by the Social Service Unit, 
of the Boston Regional Office were presented and discussed 
5 
1:. 
' 
··--- ------ -··- . -··-- ---- - -· -- ----
-·------- ----· --·-
(from the standpoint of the veteran's problems,. the degree of 
1 ·'i 
'· 
the veteran's cooperation in meeting Pho problems,· ·the ser-
.~~ vices. and function· or· the worker on the ·case,' and: the use' of 
.. ? 
.~ available·medical and socia.lresources ·at the disposal of ·the 
, Sociai Service Unit, The social adjustments were evaluated on 
. \ 
.• '· 'f the basis 'of the tuberculous veteran's: adjustment to 'work, 
:~·~ l J 
. '~family,· home, medical supervision, hospitalization~ personality:[ 
,, 
-'1 diffioultles, other illnesses,· to· understanding and acceptance :1 
I! 
'· I I'· jl ~;of 'limitations ot the disease,· and the ability to got along in 11 
0.1 his·· community. 
.g 
,\~ Limitations 
··:The first limitation of this study is the wide variation 
,~or·adequate material among the oases chosen, ·In many oases, 
;, the case material consisted ot one interview with the tuberou-
: lous veteran after which a report wns sent to the hospital 
I 
and tho case closed. A number of reasons account for such a 
:1 short contact between the social worker and the client. · Many 
· of the regularly discharged veterans did not understand social 
service assistance,or had not been adequately prepared for 
referral so that contacts were limited to one telephone inter-
view, or a brief indirect contact through a member of the' 
v~~erants family. In other cases, social service help was 
not considered to be a real need. It was felt by many of the 
Cl'.eewot-kers that· the veterans failed to continue social. 
service contact because .of resistance, defensiveness, or 
personable and satisfying home conditions. In still other 
ii 
I 
i! 
il 
:I 
!] 
'I 
oRses where the record wna confinfld to an abbreviatan report, 
the veteran withdrew entiroly from contnct by withholding his 
nddrosa. Emergency rehospitalization somatim~a n~cosnitntod 
termination of contact. There wns no ntternpt rna,le to evaluate; 
the differont worlcar' s skills in ench particular cnse but 
thls aspect or tho problem undoubtedly had its affect on the 
quality and quantity of cs.ao work services nnd oontnct. 
Secondly, there \tns wide variation ragarding tho length 
of tlno observed during which an evaluation for post-hospital 
social ndjustmant wns mane. Some vetarnnn were observed and 
reports submitted about them wfthin a two-week period follow-
ing dlschargo. Others were observed over a longer period or 
time up to six months. Evaluating a vatoran's social adjust-
within such a limited period of t1rn9 may be inaffoctive 
especially among those long hospitalized. Feelings o£ de-
. pendency fosterod "by the hospital setting mny hnvo to be 
· .;trorked through during a period of timo imr.:edia tely following 
Certain veterans may be completely ovorr.hel~ed by 
. :the e.xperloneo of discharge and roquira a longer tranai-
·' :tional period betwoan hospital dis char go nnd regulnr . social 
adjustmant. In many eases following discharge, tho vet$rans 
.~ ·~ postponed vocational aotivl ty evan though they ware capable 
,', 
.;! 
or assuming it pending a poriod or emotional and psychological 
re~djwstmont to their new statue. 
A third limitation of this study is the total reliance 
on case records which in the majority of cnses havo b~en 
7 
i 
I 
I. 
I, 
I 
l t 
so that observations noted could not be confirmed as 
its accuracy over a period of time. 
A fourth 11m1tat1on of this study 1s the lack of client 
participation in the plan of retorral to the Social Service 
the Boston Regional Office. Referral for social 
follow-up is planned by tho social service unit of 
hospital and the veteran is informed of the transaction. 
need for social service assistance is differentially 
planned and determined for the patient largely because of 
the nature of th~ disease.. This definitely restricts and 
limite client participation which may be partially respons1-
for the difficulty workers are oxper1enc1ng in establish- : 
1n1t1al contacts with the hospital discharged veteran. 
8 
;. .. 
.. 
CHAPTER II 
SOCIAL SERVICE IN THE TUBERCULOSIS PROGRAM 
The Social Service Unit of the Boston Regional Office 
work agency for veterans under the 
of the Veterans Administration. 
Eligibility 
In general, veterans eligible for medical examina-
tion, care and treatment (in regional office, outpatient 
departments, in hospitals and centers) are also eligible 
for social service. The service must be terminated if, 
after examination it is determined that a veteran is 
not eligible for medical c!re or treatment in a hospital 
or on an outpatient basis. 
The legal conditioning factor governing eligibility, 
~I ~l' .e., whether a disability is service connected or non-service ' 
. ~connected, is discussed under Me~ical Supervision on page 12. 
'' 
Method of Referral 
It has been pointed out that tuberculosis oases selected 
l ~'. I ~i: I. :{or this study were referred to the social Service Unit of 
I; :~tthe Boston Regional Office for medical-social follow-up after 
I ~'is charge by the hospital at Rutland Heights, Massachusetts. 
I :;1iother sources of referral are community agencies, hospi tala 
I as the Medical Division of Regional Office, the Rehabilitation·' 
other departments within the Veterans Administration such 1 
I Board physicians, and indirectly, through other social 
I ~) service oontao ts with veterans. 
1 The tuberculosis program of this agency supplements as 
1 Jack H. Stipe, "social Service in the Veterans 
Administration," Journal of social Casework, February, 1948, 
p. 46. ~~~---
g 
i'. 
I 
I 
I: 
well as functions independently of the Veterans Administra-
tion hospital 1n Rutland Heights, Massachusetts. 
Function: 
1. The social Service Unit is responsible for case 
work services to tuberculous veterans and their families. 
2. Social work involves work with the physician, 
rehabilitation department, and outside health and social 
agencies in order to insure a sound medical-social plan, 
which will enable the veteran to obtain maximum benefits 
from medical care, and to make the best p~ssible ad-justment within his physical limitations. 
The tuberculosis program is divided into four phases. 
The Social service activity in the Boston Regional Office is 
as follows: 
I. Initial Phase of Hospitalization: 
A. Upon receipt of' request for summary from the 
hospital check master file to determine if 
active, inactive, or closed case. Prepare 
summary of Social Service contact and forward 
it to the hospital irr~ediately. If activity 
consisted in referral to another case working 
agency, summary from said agency will be 
secured. 
B. Olear for information only with social Service 
Exchange or with local Red Cross Chapter if no 
Social Service Exchange exists. Any casework 
agencies registered on case will be contacted 
for summary of their activity. 
' ' 
' 
c. Material secured in A & B will be forwarded to 
Hospital as rapidly as possible and not later , 
than 30 days after date of admission. Otherwise,'' 
material will lose much of its usefulness. 
II. Phase of Treatment 
A. Assist with family difficulties caused by or 
developing during patient's illness. 
B. Interpret patient's illness progress, fUture 
plans, etc., and help family handle their 
anxiety with this. 
c. Attempt to alter attitudes, home conditions, etc.· 
which have or will have a definite effect upon 
patient's ultimate recovery and adjustment • 
. 2 Veterans Administration, Boston Regional Office, 
Social service Intake Procedure. 
III. Preparation for Discharge 
A. If case has been referred during I & II, the 
activity with the family regarding discharge 
plans will be a natural outgrowth when the 
hospital indicates that discharge is· being 
considered. 
B.. When new referrals are received, immediate ·: 
contact will be made with the family or relativei 
(l) To interpret meaning of discharge and 
necessary care and attention required by 
patient, schedules, otc. 
(2) Assist family in arranging for return of 
patient. 
(3) Help family with any anxiety or problems 
they may have regarding patient, his 
illness, his return, possible reaction of 
community, etc. 
IV. Discharge 
A. Supervise discharged cases until adjustment is 
accomplished and until further supervision and 
case work services are no longer needed. 
B. Forward promptly reports on the progress and 
condition of patient as required by the hospi-
tal. 
c. Notify hosoital with closing summary when case 
· is closed." 
This ~tudJ is primarily concerned with the last phase or 
-~ care and treatment in the tuberculosis program. Perhaps in 
(·' ,. 
':) no other medical problem than tuberculosis can social service 
.-,~ 
be more effective,because so much depends on ~ontrol ot 
t} 
~ l- ' I .-~ environmental and social factors for adequate prevention and 
[· \".~treatment •. One .of the primary respons1bili ties of the social 
; l \1 "fiOrkl:lr is that of determining method of follow-up., He is 
I: l { jointly responsible for medical and social supervision with 
: i·J,the doctor .in. all casas. The .rest or the ohapte~ will be 
~, 1 conoerned with a disouss1on or the workert s varied functions. 
; . I . 
-·· ·J1.1 · 
:i 
==----, ··= 
' l.·t 
3. Ibid. 
-
ll 
Jle.dical Supervision 
There is a legal raator governing eligibility for medical, 
under the Veterans Administration. In general, 
veterans with a service connected disability are eligible 
out-patient as well as hospital care. The veterans with a. 
1
1, non-service connected disability receive lower priority for 
:
1 
'jthospitalization, and are ineligible tor outpatient care. 
I 'tmong the veterans studied, this legal factor did not conati-
'1 ~tute a serious problem. The civilian hospitals provided care 
l1 ,:dwhen the need of the veteran could not be met by the Veterans 
II t: I ~· dministration because of a non-service connected disability. 
I ·.,; 
Among the fifty veterans studied·, there were eleven non-
! 
service connected oases, nine of which were irregular dis-
charges and two regular discharges. The facilities used f'or 
1 the non-service connected group were the city board of health 
l 
\
1
,
1 
units and the Boston Sanatorium in Boston, Massachusetts. 
I 
1 For the service-connected group, the Boston Regional Office 
I ! _., 
r· Tuberculosis Clinic, the West Roxbury and Rutland Hospital 
···clinics, and the out-patient doctors under contract to the 
,, 
'jj Veterans Administration were the principal medical resources 
'j used. The non-service connected oases predominated among 
·~I 
.j those patients receiving irregular discharges• In several 
oases, the public health nurses worked in conjunction with 
the social worker. There is an appointed clerk whose sole 
responsibility is assisting with medioal follow-up of oases• 
is a list or types of discharges from the hospitals 
12 
;·.' 
' 
I' 
i' 
~---~--==-
' ·:~li/ 
it 
'!~· 
;~ 
,} 
DISCHARGES 
A. Maximum Hospital Treatment 
1. Arrested 
Medical Follow-up: Three months after discharge 
Work Tolerance: Pour Hours per day 
B. Hospital Treatment Completed 
1, Apparently arrested 
Medical Follow-up: Six weeks after discharge 
Work Tolerance: Zero 
2. Quiescent 
Medical Follow-up: Six weeks after discharge 
Work Tolerance: Zero 
C. Observation (Examination) Completed. 
1. Active - Requires Hospitalization 
Work Tolerance: Zero 
Medical Follow-up: Six weeks a.fter discharge 
2. Inactive 
D. No 
1. 
2. 
· Medical Follow-up: Six months after discharge 
Work Tolerance: This would depend upon the 
patient's entire physical condition plus 
type of work engaged in. 
Treatment Required 
Tuberculosis, pulmonary, Not Found 
Tuberculosis, pulmonary, inactive 
Medical Follow-up: Six months following discharge 
work Tolerance: This would depend upon patient's 
entire physical condition plus type of work :l 
engaged in. 
E. Against Medical Advice 
1. Medical Follow-up: Six. weeks after discharge 
2. Work Tolerance: Zero 
F. Absent Without Official Leave 
1. Medical Follow-up: Six weeks after discharge 
2. Work Tolerance: Zero 
G. Disorderly Conduct (Infraction of Hospital Rules) 
1. Medical Follow-up: Six. weeks after discharge 
2. work Tolerance: Zero 
H. Statutory Discharge: world War #l, service-connected 
veterans only. 
One year's continual hospital treatment, patient 
1 
' ..J does not meet the clinical criteria of possible 
I J curability. 
I 
· .. ·j:i 1. Medical Follow-up: Three months after discharge 
: 2. Work Tolerance: Zero 
!'. (Work Tolerance refers to the number of hours a patient 
. is capable of assuming at work.) All pneumothorax and pneumo-
; .. ~ .. · peritoneum oases to be contaoted immediately after discharge, 
J regardless of character of discharge.4 
-4 Veterans Administration, VA Hospital, Rutland Heigh~ 
Massachusetts, 1948. 
' I, 
13 
' 
'· 
'. 
The following tables show the number and reasons tor 
I . ,tischarge ·.from the hospital among the twenty-five patients 
I .. ·:}'eceiving regular discharges· and the twenty-five receiving 
' '1 I . 
1
;1-rregular ,discharges • 
'TABLE I 
HOSPITAL'S REASONS POR DISCHARGE 
Type of Regular Discharge 
No ,'treatment required 
I'..._ 
Hospital treatment completed 
I 
I 
I 
Maximum hospital benefit 
Total 
I 
II 
Number 
4 
19 
2 
25 
Per cent 
16.00 
'78.00 
8.00 
100.00 
Among nine.teen tuberou·lous veterans discharged with 
' i' } 
· ·' l/
1
.•
1
tospital treatment compl~ted, five required close supervision 1 
(' I. ] ecause ~r limited awareness of their physical condition, 
.!.· ... r .... onf'u~ion and resistance toward any physical therapy, and 
J. Jocational ambition beyond physical ability.- Two cases were 
In one case, a veteran under -jl ·.··· tood the need tor phys1Cnl checkup only after he discovered 
I :· hat a pension reduction would be indicated if' he required 
I {o further medical attention. In another case, a veteran ·.~ollowed through with physical check up only aftor it was 
.
..• l~xpla1ne~ that a work program would not be feasible without 
.one. Thus, it was noted that although ample medical facili-· 
;~ 
:·:!ties were provided for this group they did not . always make 
~:"',t 
\~ 
~--:::.-:::::::-.-
14 
:fptimum use or them. Workers wara constantly spurred to 
,:provide new stimulusr.so that the patient could better under-
~stand the need tor continual medical checkups even after . 
'hospital treatment had been completed •. 
. ij . TABLE II 
·~ HOSPITAL'S REASONS FOR DISCHARGE 
1"~1. 
status of Irregular Discharge Number 
Absent without official leave 
Against medical advice 
Infraction of hospital rules 
Total 
17 
5 
3 
25 
Per cent 
68.00 
20.00 
12.00 
100.00 
Among the irregular dischargees, the five receiving 
discharges against medical advice specifically were willing 
tor any medical treatment follow-up and cooperated in 
planning, except for one veteran who did not feel his pleurisy ,1 
~~condition serious enough to require further treatment. Among 
Jthe three discharged because or infraction or hospital rules 
:: seventeen absent without official leave oases, eight reoog-
·, 
·1·.·.· all were cognizant of medical care available. Among the 
II'~ nized the need for medical treatment and were able to follow 
some plan. The nine remaining oases wore not able to follow 
. I 
I 
I 
through with any medical plan because of limited intelligence, 
poor attitude toward illness, hospitalization, required 
surgery, and a lack of understanding of the nature of the 
1 
• disease. One veteran felt the hospital wanted to prolong ,_~c--~o_t. 
I : 
I. 
I 
··• treatment;, another felt that an x-ray exalnination every 
. i 
·· .. ··.;·.·.~.·;·~/···three xnon.ths was sufficient· medical attention because his 
· ::conditio~ was· not definitely diagnosed tubel"oulosis • · Deoause 
''·..J: '·~(of a recent mar•riage# one of· the veterans deoided to postpone 
,;~imedical follow-up. One veteran staunchly maintained that the 
I: Jveterans Administration was solely responsible for his medical 
[·;'1care even after a community referral was suggested in view of ' 
. his non-service oonneoted status. 
Between the two groups, the social workers found it more 
necessary to keep a close supervisory control over those 
'irregularly.dischargod,although where this control was exer-
l 
cised over regular dischargees, the necessitating,reasons 
the same. Many irregularly discharged patients 
saw the need tor medical follow-up but lacked the ability to 
carry through their plans. 
Interpretation ~ Illness 
'-t The social worker's task of interpreting physical 
. r•, 
1;~~ 
j1.· findings 
\;her work 
'.· 
1 patients 
J 1 l 
·i arge y 
and x-ray results constitutes a large portion of 
with tuberculous patients. wost doctors do advise 
of' the exact nature of the disease, but this is 
conditioned by the patient's circumstances. \Yorkers 
} frequent!~ lessen anxieties by a discussion of the physical 
\ findings. Emotional attitudes centering around fear or the 
~· disease, sensitivity on the part or others, preoccupation 
I with symtoms, alcoholic indulgence and confidence in a plan 
l1 of treatment could be worked through by the social worker in 
~=j'=~ 
I ,, 
I ; 
I . 
I , I . 
!J ,, 
16. 
~n attempt to enable the patient to see himself more objec-
~) 6 
~ively. The interpretation of illness to frumily members, 
.r,;• 
~ahapilitation officers and community contacts involved in a 
1 
particular case was indicated • 
. . :i • • • education of tho family is a highly important 
. 
i~----~ .. i· matter. An attitude of ignorance or over-anxiety or lack of regard for the seriousness of the disease on 
~' the part of the family or friends when visiting or 
1: after discharge, can undo much good medical therapy. • • 
·. 1 they too must learn to aocept the disease and must be 
·. 
11 urgod to treat the pa~ient as objectively and as 
,,-j normally as possible. 
·~ Thera was vacy little interpretation to family contacts 
xoavealed in the records studied because 1#he veterans saw no 
;i 
need tor this service when offered, or withheld permission to 
~ontact the family. The general practice has boon to make a 
Lome visit at least once, but in the majority of cases family 
-~ ~contact ended with this one visit. The family situations 
,~era such that any interpretation would bo.va been disregarded,· 
._or in many oases, interpretation of the illness was not indi-
fkated because the families were handling the situation ade-
jquately. In two oases where the need was indicated, the 
J 
:'Veterans moved from tho home and established themselves 
satisfactorily out of the home. I I I The 1nterpr_etat1on of agency function had to be stressed :l 
I ,i repeatedly as the veterans frequently considered social 
I lsorvice assistance uncalled for and a threat to their sense or ·~ ~ l i 5 Irene Grant, "social Work With Tuberculous Patients:i 
j 
1
. !h!, Familz, October, 1932. : 
6 Alfred o. Ludwig, Emotional Factors ~ Tuberculosis, I . June, 1947, p. 3. 
ll 
II I ' 
! { 
!. 1 
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I 
and adequacy. Interpretation had been most 
· ldif£1cult to those veterans who had personality difficulties 
Eof a pre-psychotic or neurotic nature. ·It was with thea~ 
·~;11ivetera.ns that the workers assumed active supportive roles and .were able to alleviate the tensions and anxieties of the· , 'r )·reto!'ana whose physical handicap was complicated by emotional 
·. difficulties • 
Supportive Bel_~! 
Supportive help.is largely emotional support through 
:,the worker-client relationship. \'/here o.n agency primarily 
offers no financial or practical assistance this type of 
,lelp is or prime importance. In one particular case, a 
.. f ... ·.. eteran who had been dis~harged Al10L was assisted through a 
l difCicult period of leaving hom~ and family and adjusting 
yn his own, in spite of a serious tuberculosis condition •. 
·· 'l1h.e worker on the case had established a good relationship 
~1 th the .veteran .and was able to off'e,r him financial assist.-
I ~nee thz:ough community referral, and to assist in lo~ating 
1 1 
ll ~ui table housing., In many oases requiring rehospitulization 
! _the ~upportive basis of contact was maintained so that the 
. I 
I 
veteran became accepting of such treatment. In another case 
a,dependent, immature veteran, lacking in judgment and 
realis.tio. planning or finances was assisted by a worker in 
II 
II 
1,1:,1 b.~tter and -pressing •. 
adjusting at·home where the family situation was extrernely 
The ~eterants mother was an aggressive, 
~igi4 pers~n ~f' questionable mentality and there were other :I II II """t~~~---~-,-- "'" "'' -- ' 
II 
!I II 
II 
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in the family with serious emotional disturbances. 
mhe worker assisted in planning for personal needs as well 
. '\ 
The degree of ~upportive help which ~· ··,Y. ~dical follow-up. 
I , ·~ I ~as provided varied with the capabilities of each veteran 
.I ~o utilize such e.ssistanco in a rualistio manner. In several 
I C.ases, constant reassurance about physical conditions was '-~;~~ ~ . 
r..equired. Tbe fear. of suggested surgery and hostile feelings 
·; 
clirected against hospitals among the veterans, especially 
:l 
· ~mong those irregularly discharged, necessitated co~stant 
. ··~ 
.·support from the workers. Through the relationship the worker: 
1ad with the client, he was able to interpret the related 
functions of the adjudication unit, the hospital, social 
'<! 
':(( 
'ervice and other d\}partments within the Veterans Administra-
·,,1 
·':;ion. workers have also arranged for prompt physical exami-
~a.tions and assisted in vocational planning for the veteran's 
'J 
':J feeds. The main purpose ot the supportive role was to enable 
{he tuberculous veteran to aaswne a mol'e l'ealist1c attitude 
foward family, friends, wor~and his illness. 
I 1 VooF!tional Plannin£5 
1 The Rehabilitation Board within the Veterans Administra-
·~ 
.tion set-up offers a wide variety or vocational services tor 
~hich the tuberculous patient is eligible. The social ser~ 
'vice worker utilizes this resource whenever .. planning for a 
,veteran's vocational needs. There is a liaison social worker 
wh9se task is, to coordinate the activities of the social 
service worker and that of the rehabilitation worker. Work 
19 
'··'' I •"•. ·.···· ·.-· ' ' 
:~· olerance, or the number or working hours a patient is oapa-
;i 
blo ot assuming is determined tor the patient at the time or 
·.~ 
1 i 61scharge. This is medically detormined. Generally speak- ' 
j 
lng, the group leaving the hospital without approval are not 
.'~ 
:flble to work, the group leaving the hospital with medical 
·f~ 
approvAl usually have a tour-hour work tolerance unless other-; 
I ··lise stipulated. 
Financial Plannins 
Although the veterans are not offered financial assist-
/ 
.•nee by the social aorv1oe unit, there are resources in the 
:'~ommunity expressly tor the benef'it or veterans and their 
;~ 
i'ram111os. The State's Veterans Benefits, the public welfare 
'·l ·~agencies as well. as private family agencies were the princi-
'pal resources used tor financial assistance. (See Chapter IV 
;~ 
for a discussion on the .financial status of' tho veterans 
··.~ 
. ~studied.) Where the veteran received o. 100 per cent, i.e., 
'$138.00, d1sab1l1tr compensation from the Veterans Adminis-
tration, it proved to be an adequate income tor the veteran's 
'needs whore no familial respons1b111tiea were involved. 
Occasionally, the unemployment readjustment allowance or the 
'oovornment was used to supplement the veteran's income. In 
order to be eligible. however, the veteran must be available 
for tull time employment. The training benefits under the 
o. I. B!ll or Rights supplemented the income of those veterans 
attending school. In two cases employer relief plana 
assisted the tuberculous veterans. 
20 
I ,j More and moN this 0::::a:0:::::: function is 
I flan important role involving many case work skills, 
I Jveterans have approached workers with difficulties 
assuming 
Some 
concern-
ing their claims .for disnbili ty .compenua tions as their pri-
mary problem. The veterans have left the hospital because 
of worry over the procesoing of their claims. Oftentimes, 
through soma m1surtderstnnd1ng, they felt that personal 
check up ·will hasten the process. 
For !:i.ll service connected condi tiona a 100 p<3r ·cent 
or $138.00 monthly claim is awarded, gradually dec~easing, 
, depending on physical incapacity •. For non-service connected 
Among the veterans $tudied there have boen no complaints 
trepreting the function of the veterens' service organizations 
that are primarily set up for claims assistance. 
Clarification of Attitudes 
The study of the psychology of the tuberculous veteran 
hns received great impetus recently. The following topical 
discussions were considered by the writer to be the focus 
ot social service activity in the_psyohological area of the 
worke~•a activities with.tuberculous patients~ 
Accept~noe .~ illnes~: 
As pr~viously m~nttoned, this aspect of 1nt~rprctnt1on 
to n. tuberculous vetl'3ran 1a one of the most di.ff1oult tasks 
I 
.I 
:I 
·I 
I 
of the sooinl worker. When n veteran has been disc!~P.rr;ed, he ·I 
~ i 
is fairly fo.milior with the 111sense, its 11m1tnt1ons on his 
.I 
independent activity and its restrictive force on all the 
natural human energies he has. The existing prejudice ngainet: 
the. st1£P1!B of tub~rouloa1s has to be OOpOd With. 
past pars~ne.lity reactions to traumatic probler~s a!'f.ect his 1:. 
:I 
ncceptnnae or non-accoptnnce of his illness. But in order to 1 
I 
be content.and at.paace with himself end the world, the vete~i 
an must accept his illness constructively. The durntion or 
1llneas, the prognosis, the degreo or phynical impairment, 
the vetarants age, his ambitions, his goals, and his respon-
s!b!lities in life are all factors apeoifionlly affecting 
his aoceptanoe. In the cn~es studied, whor~ tuberculosis i 
i 
coma not as n surprise, i.e., because or ncknowlerlged overwork
1 
! 
lack of rest, inadequate eating and sleeping hnbits, tho ! 
acceptance was more onsily achieved. In oases whero tubercu-
losis developed lato in lifo n pnsoive attitude townrds the 
disease was noted and. the vetornn tllnded to take his si tuntion 
! 
for granted. Amon~ tho youn~~r group the:r.a wn.s r:~ore of n 
das1re to get well and overcome the obstacles or the disease. 
In this group also thoro wa~ a corresponding interost in 
vocational rehnb111tat1on evident. The emotional problems of 
... ~- . ; - -~ - . --: 
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the veterans were more complex where the physical condition 
1 wns sevei•eat. 
Acceptance ~ hoapitali~ation, 
Thil:l is a probl&Jm ospocially of the irregularly dis-
charged g.t'oup, for pl. ... imu.rily they tu-•e ·.the pa tienta who 
claimed to have manydissatisfactions about the hospital. 
This group has st;rongly criticl~od hospital routine, inacti-
vity on the wards. inconsiderate por3onnel and lack of sani-
tation. Only one of the group complained about the food. 
The records revealed tha~ where hospital criticism was pre-
valent the:&."'e was a cOl'respondiug Btirious physi.cal eondi tion 
and a bitter, hostile patient. Projections of their own 
inadequacies were common. One veteran in the courso of his 
ease work contacts was able to recognize his projections 
.~ and consider them in a rnore realistic light. Those who 
complained of the enforced idleness of bed rest were un~bi­
tious and expressed no desire for mental activity. They were 
the lass mentally stimulated. 
The workorta function has been to impress the danger 
of infection to family and oonnnunity and by this means 
enable the client to accept hospitali~ation. The cooperation 
and assistance of tho local board of health nurses were fre-
quently requested. In one cnne, where a veteran prefeL'red 
' home care to hospital care, a public health nurse was called 
in on the case by a social worker. The nurse and worker 
working in close cooperation were able to meet the veteran's 
needs. On this particular case, the nurse contacted the 
social worker between the latter's home visits when the 
veteran felt that he was ready to assume vocational training. 
Many veterans had traumatic experiences connected with hos-
pitalization in the past which were af£ecting their ability 
to accept hospitalization £or their tuberculous condition. 
The workers related the past and present difficulties the 
veterans were experiencing to enable a better understanding 
or feelings against hospitalization. One veteran complained 
or idleness on the wards, deterioration or attitudes and 
interests, and poor morale because or hia lengtbJ hospitali-
zation. He was later discovered to have had many traumatic 
experiences connected with hospitalization in his early-, 
unstable lite. Many felt that the warda made them nervous, 
but these veterans usually had serious physical conditions. 
One veteran felt that he had not received adequate medical 
attention while in the hospital and therefore submitted to a 
examination by a civilian doctor who disclaimed the 
thoracoplasty,whioh was suggested by the Veterans 
Administration's hospital doctor. The difte~ence of pro-
t~aional opinion greatly upset the veteran who projected his 
hosti~ities onto the hospital and Veterans Administration. 
The hospital had a legal rule not to admit patients 
th irregular discharges until ninety days had elapsed 
tween discharge and readmission. This rule was relaxed 
,, 
i 
an emergency condition whioh is interpreted to mean aotuali 
24 
7 
hemorrhaging at the time or desired readmission •.. 
The veterans who received regular discharges found .! 
•I 
II little fault with the hospital as compared to the othor group.. 
I 
One regularly discharged veteran did not wish rehospitali- I 
I II 
zation because he had great faith 1n a apecialiat ·or hie own 
he had selected. On the other hand,· one ot this group 
thnt his restlessness at home contrasted with his 
happier adjustment while at thehoapital where he hod boen 
actively engaged in occupational therapy on the wards. This 
veteran incidentally was referred to a community workshop bJ 11 
jthe worker on the case but turther developments.were not 
"1 
,, 
f . 
:o;reeorded about his progress. 
In summar,r, the irregularly discharged by and large 
poor hospital adjustments because or poor understanding 
or their disease. In many cases this was recognized aa a · 
.. ··~ 
'!Jituation resulting 
j 
trom a projection or the patient's in-
·':J 
adequacies and difficult personality problema. This group 
·l 
.l 
also constantly demanded individual attention and felt the 
. ;,i 
:I 
:I 
d 
'I 
i! 
I 
'I 
I, 
i: il 
" I. 
I 
" 'I il 
lj 
,j 
<I 
•I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
·&roup identification in the hospital setting to be a 
l 
,I 
I 
negative' 
l 
. factor. 
• 
Almost without tail, there were complicating other 
· ~roblems in the family or personal! ty area. Where nervoua-
t 
· 'iieea was induced by bed rest on the wards, the veteran• a, 
l 
,I ~hysical prognosis was poora. 
'I ,, I~ \'<~i Hostile, Agaresaive Manners . 
1\ ,j The boa~1l1t;y and aggressiveness common in many tuberou-
~1 .. J 7 Veterans Administration, Medical - Regulations and .. : P. rooedurea, 6960, 'March, 1945. This R & P diaausaaa the r;:' hospitalization policies in medical emergencies. :.·· :::..::::::::~ _; __ ._____ .. - ·_: - -·· - _ _.:__ _;_-_--__ -·-------·· -- - ·. ··:··--·.::::.·: __ :.~.--~--·:- __ -;.-_::-~.--.--,, '~ 
I ·~J····. I~ I ,,, 
II -,. ! ,, 
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I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I· 
!I 
'I II 
ous patients is largely interpreted as a defense or an 
scape mechanism which the patient assumes in order that he 
better cope with frustrat!ng.s1tuations by himself. 
·,_:, mong those regularly discharged only one veteran wo.a overly 
·1 
· .. ggressive so that this proved the cause .of his inability to 
djust following discharge. This group tended to be more 
~ature, intelligent, cooperative and accepting of their ill-
Aess. 
On the other hand those irregularly discharged tended to 
aggressive, self-centered and demanding in their emo-
ional makeup. Herein, the wri tor thinks,. lies the big 
iffarenoe among the two groups so that family, financial, 
cational and other problems notwithstanding, the inherent 
'I 
:i 
:f 
II 
II 
II 
I' 
rsonal! ty makeup greatly dot ermined the kind .or post-hoepi- 1l 
:i 
! 
t l social adjustment a tuberculous patient makes. Personal!-',\ 
:j 
problems will be more fully discussed in Chapter V. !! 
'i ~ !!!._ surs!cal Procedures: ii 
'i 
Fear is readily accepted as one of the . .fundamental emo- 'j 
il 
t .. ons we all have. Early ·in ·life the castration. complex is 'I 
pJrhaps one of the most tra~atic fears in human development. ii 
~. ~ 
, il 
Ptar of cutting, of a knife ~nd what it represents -permanent ~~ 
separation and deform! ty - is a real trying experience not !I a~ntined to the tuberculous patient. Tho patient is usually :1 
vlgue about the procedures and actualities of surgery in 'I 
tuberculosis and therefore assumes the potential danger to 
l!fe. Por instance, the fear associated with thora-
26 
I 
! 
,, 
oplasty, or the removal of ribs in one or more stages to 
roduco collapse of· a lung,and a·high death rate was commonly 
by the patients who~e knowledge of such a procedure 
. 8 
merely on rumor. Giving reassurance and again . 
I 
out 'the necessity of. operation. where required for, 
interests :of. the client• a ,health, and interpretation .i 
f the surgical tr,eatment process or need by a doctor: are the / 
unctions indicated •. 
Realintic Plannin~ of Noads: .. · 
It is the immature, ·dependent person who never really 
hie. noads rea.listically prior to. illness \vho needs 
lr 
'I 
1i 
I his sssiatance .from the social worker. On the other han1, 
., 
li 
'I (I here nre thosewho in their anxiety to become vocationally 
, . 
. I 
I , 
<., eeatablished quickly grasp at any 
: '1 .. 
promising business venture& 
;i 
areful discussion of plans on the part of a worker in one :i 
;; !~· .. · '~· aae enabled a veteran to aasume a more realistic view of 1\eeds.and oapabilitif)s. In one case a.vetera.n although. hia i1 II 
1· ·1trongl;r motivated, lacked the neceBIIar:y financial aupport 
1 , t;or a contemplated pelf business and b1a physical condition 
I ·:\i I lfreventad any assumption of . .t'uture responsibilities. In 
,, ... 1 . j· '·'ynothor case, .. the worker assisted the veteran in such per-t : .~anal needs aa bu;ring clothing on an adequate. ina tallment 
I '\~lan. The veteran had been accust.omed to purchasing good 
;;'Jlothing prior to illness and. wae anxious to resume his 
', /.,1 ' 
· '· ~artorial self unmindful ot his limited funds. Long trip a 
~--~. ~:· ... -8 H. ~· ::t.t1oon, :::.•b111tat1on ~ ~ ~:e:~~lou~ 
!I ·.·. _., I . ~ 
II .. 
l· 
II , ',,~ 
'l 
. '" UU. Jkd~ . . ! .. Lii .Ji. .. 7 I 2 ilk ;uu .at n 
il 
,, 
II 
,I 
:I 
li 
,I 
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_'fere often contemplated by tho newly disehe:rged tube1•culous 
~[eterana who telt in need of turther rest or a chango of 
"11mate but were not cognizant of financial needs for such 1\ :I 
:I ···~ 
/furposea. The social worker clarities needs for such outlets :1 
hioh are not readily seen by the veteran. Fo~ exar.Jple, a 
~ ( 
li 
'i 
ii 
·,· !\ 
'I ; eteran• e desire to escape home or family respons1b111 ties '/ 
- as interpreted as the reason for his doaire to go on a trip. :J 
Peelings of Discouragement: 
The chron1c1t1 or the disoo.ao, tho sor1ouanos;1 or tbG 
j! 
il 
!I 
'hysical condition the poor uncertain prognosis, and the "~oatr1ot1ve force :r the disease are f'aotora which nood to \I 
"~• related to whatever feelings of poas1m1sl!l and depression !I 
, :r 
exist in the tuberculous patient. Futuro uselonaneos nnd il 
~pelessness are common expressions from the patients who 1[ 
~tnd their restrictive lifo an obstacle to conorete future !I 
IJ P .. '·.· . -.:,···:1•,·····.·:·'. ann:::: ellaneoua ~o t1 vi tz: ~~ 
\!' ·. Aside from the social service functions indicated in jl 
II t,e previous discussion there are corto.1n services offored . 
li w!iich are peculiar to the agency. For instance, tr£msporta- ij 
I' 'i . 'I 
! t~on rac111t1oa are provided to those veterans roqu1t'ing thia :! 
I
I.· i rl 
t I! II •rv1oe in order to obtain the nooossnry oodicnl treatt:tont. ri' 
1
\ Tbpro are a lao transportn tion expenses available tor the •.· 
I
'. ·~ :1 
J
1 
a~e purpos~,_ Transportation to hospita.ls is possible under :1 
1,1 ~ J c~rta1n conditions especially when an emergency ar1eee. In :j ~~ se~oral caeos, workers located suitable houaing fac1l1t1ea. ·I II ,. i! 
\ ·._·--:·--:~-~- ---··-- _ _. -·--·-------- ::::~: .::..._ ;_- -~-- __ ; __ . -- -·~-~~\ 
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CHAP'!'ER ni 
SAMP.LF.S OF OA8:~:3 STUDIED 
The following oAao summarios are prosontud to show the 
'far1ed social pro'blorns of the tub1trou1oua votoran and the 
~1nd of sociAl aarv1oc activity tbnt was offered to the 
~st-hoepital d1eahargoes. ~he tirat two cases are involved 
and havo a variety or problema. The rost or the cneoa were 
•}leotert because or a opec1f1o problem which 1a presented 
j ~!r1or to the case study. 
I r Both or thouo catJos were oarrisd on a aupport1vo basis 
: 
W)ich involved intonalvo coso work activity. Tho wor-kers 
ebtabl1shed good relationships and wore able to obtain the 
II teas;:~~ :oop0rot1on from the vetoranas 
I ·1 -;;;::-A:, a a1ngle, 21 yoar old man of l1:rn1tod ability 
I
I and a great dogre~ of 1mtnoturit1 Wft8 discharged after oomplo-
i tion ot hospital trentmont with tub~roulOale, pulmonar,r. 
1 ~1eacent, and rotorred .for medical-aooiul follow-up. The 
I 
vetoron lackod insi.ght, was adolescent, l!:lpula1ve and un-
realistic 1n h18 plans und attitude towards h1s d1oonno •. H1a 
I
ll tam1l;y picture •uta an unatu.blo one, His parents wntte cona1- :1 
dered not amenable to cnao work treatment. The mother waa an 1: 
~~~ •8srooe1 vo, demanding wor:mn. who constantly asked veto ran tor :! 
I 
more financial support. One brother wo.s hospitalized in a ii 
i'
,,l mental institution. Bocauae family coopRrat1on was 1mpoas1ble' 
t~o worker confined hie aot1v1ties solely to tho veteran. !i 
With such an itrJnatut'e peraon the workor found it necessary il ! td curb depondonce by restricted appo1ntmonta. H1a act1v1t1os! 
! i~olu<1~d 1ntttrproto.t1on ot agonc:r function, x-rny rtJsulta and ,: 
II o~hor pbya1cnl findings. no arrangod tor prompt physical 
IJ e~amlnntiona for adjud1out1on of a cla1m, vocat1onnl rehabi-
1
, l1tat1on and pornonal well-b31ng. Tho \fOrk"tt had to give 
.1 re1loated explanations ot the varied functions of tho unite , 
!i w1:th1n the Veterans Adm1n1strut1on ao that the veteran could !i 
i,l be'tter understand the sot-up 1naotar as tho1 pertained to him.·: 
~ho worker assisted tho voteran in tiling n clatm for an 
!II alU.iod peysioal con!~1t1on and when this olair-1 was d1aallowod, 
! rote~·red him to a CO:-:imunity ugenoy for medionl asaistanoe. 
l1 The votaran• a plana ware~ vaguo anr.i lacking in d1roct1on. He 
i! b:r oonsidorablo complaints about red tapo and wna infantile 
[j''~--c ,j: - ~ -
I! '" !i i 
il Jj 
lliltl!li&Mliii<~&i4¥&AW,;AJA&J#WWU!Ji · .t .. , .. , . .z ·-. 1 # .. * 1 I 1. t.JILA ,w • .JQ_.£ J ii&U J 
I 
' 
II 
II ii l 
., 
in h1a reaot1ona to wa1t1ng tor se.rv1co. He planned to f!P 
to school but wan onl:r interastod in the t1nano1al benefits 
he could accrue from the a.!. Bill ot Rights. Tho votoran 
had a self-protective attitude bocouse he ~enrod aggravAtion . 
or his condition. Ho olatmed he waa getting more rost at II 
home than at the hoapital. Tha worlcer on this cnso oont1nued ;! 
active oupport which is conducive to tho vo~; reu.l purpose or :~ 
.. oaso work asaiatanoe, i.e., prevention ot tho d1soase and il 
'orror1ng adequate treatment to all spheres of the pat1ont•a 
·~.total ai tuotion in ortior to beat holp tho Vtltoran help h1msol!"~ 
Case B 
--
Mr. D. 23, single, folt ho had boon ind1Nori~minately 
:·~ischnrgod from the hospital. Ho ha<1 drunk b•~or which he is 
.{ noapabl{S ot holding and booo.uae or one 1no1dant was dischat"{~~ 
i is claim for tuberouloa1a w&a not ;lrocssuod at tho time of li 
·;~uacharge although he had ·beBn receiving a 10 pa~ cent sor• ~i 
i 1oe connected pension tor anoth~r ph:rs1oal condition. He ~: 
:; resented a long t1mo picture ot family rejection and once ti 
\. n the course ot o.n argument with his father struck the latten~ 
·tal a result, votorun was sent to the Boston Pa7copath Hospi-
:tal tor obsurvo.t1on. The fathur wns a policeman, n man ot 
1
. triot dominance whom the vetoran intensely roaentod. The 
. ospital1zat1on wus a aouroo or much shame and anxiety. The 
· eteran,waa diagnosed a psychopath. Because the veteran's 
Ola1m waa not proconsed, thoro was muoh nnx!et1 in this area. 
*is phyaicnl condition was serious so that tborocoplaoty wae 
•u~gested. His roars of tho procedure wore gront. Be pro-
·ieoted h1s feelings onto the hospital ataff and institution 
,n general. All 1n all the veteran wnu in a b1tt~r, hostile 
~ood at the time ot rero~rnl to social Service, Boston Re• 
itonal Office. Tho veteran had intolloctunl capac1t1aa which 
tno1l1tated h1a adjuatcont to more oonatruotivo aot1v1tiea. 
!he worker wBa instrumental in achieving a grent deal or 
~olptul eorvioes. The voteron waa aneit1t.od f1uanoiall1 
~hrough communit;r rotorral after ho had established hlmsolt 
~n a hotel room away from tho homo. Tho worker further 
assisted tho client in interpreting some or his roolings 
~bout thoracoplasty and hosp1tnl1zat1on. Workor is oee1ng 
~ho vetaran rogulnrly and h1a goal lay in the veternn's 
aoceptanoo or hospitalization when tho nood az-1ses. 
~ This case concerna a non-sorvioo connected dionbilit1 
~ondlt1on or a veteran. and how this influenced the per-son•s 
tu•;:::b~ 
;~ Mr. c~, 5g :roars old, World ·~or I veteran wo.s retorred 
t 1'' post-hospital mod1cal-aocial 1'ollow-up 1n v1ow of his 
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't~.woL discharge with a diagnosis of tuberculosis, pulmonary, 
hronio, far advanced, active. Because of his physical sta-
,, us it was espeo1ally desired that he be medically supervised. 
:. he veteran's condition was non-service connected. The 
¥ eteran resisted .contacts and refused appointments several 
imes before finally agreeing to see a worker. He felt he 
ould receive adequate care at home just as well as in the 
ospital, but sti'ongly stipulated that the Veterans Adminis-
1 ration was to provide the necessary medical treatment at the 
, ut-patiant department. Because he was ineligible, the 
., ·orker arranged an appointment at the Boston Health Department 
linio for regular tnedical check-ups 'but the veteran refused 
o contact this unit. Eventually, the veteran agreed to 
. aport for an x-ray oxamino. tion which revealed that his 
'ondition had been aggravated. However, the veteran refused 
o .follow through on any medical recommendations, and because 
.f his lack of concern the case was closed. 
Frequently, the hospital is justified in discharging a 
atient whose behavior serves only to disrupt general cond1-
1ons. Misconduct is common among the chronic alcoholic 
atients. The irregular discharges from the Veterans Adm1nis-
.rat1on hospitals are claas1f1ed into threo types: against 
edical !dv1ce, absent without official leave and disorderly 
onduct. 
Case D 
--
Mr. p., 69, let World war veteran, long separated from 
~s wife by mutual consent was discharged AMA by the hospital 
bpcause of infraction of hospital rules and referred for 
ttpdical-social follow-up. His general attitude was one 
ot concern tor medical cheok-up 'but he was indifferent about 
discharge circumstances. He had stayed out late one night, 
d~ank alcoholic liquor to excess, and made some commotion 
w~ich resulted in his discharge. He was agreeable to hosp1-
t~l1zat1on and pending a ninety day suspension reported 
r~gularly for physical examination at the out-patient de-
p~rtment. There was no particular family problem involved 
and the veteran was comfortably situated in the home of a 
helpful sister. He did not feel the need tor social service 
a~sistance and as he beneficially applied himself, agency 
contact was discontinued. The worker's activity had been 
confined to periodic medical check-up. 
J The following case reveals the interrelated fUnctions 
o} units within the Veterans Administration which, when 
effectively used, can ba most helpful to the veteran. 
~ 1. Veterans Administration, "Discipline of Hospital 
Pat1onts," Medical Ref>ulations and Procedures, 6945, 6946 6~50, March, 1§45. ---
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Case E 
--
Mr.E. is a 27 year old, single veteran who returned 
o this country after a prolonged stay in Ireland. He had 
'erved in world war II enlisting while in Ireland. His 
hysical condition was critical at the tirr:e of discharge from 
he hospital and rofe~rsl to Social Service, Boston Regional 
ffice, so that prognosis was poor. At one time he had been 
perated on for tuberculosis of the spine and had been !aralyzed for ten months. He was of a nervous temperament so hat a neuropsychiatric examination was sucgested. He had o friends in the United states and lonn:ed to return to Ire-
~and. He was sad and unresponsive. After arranging tor a 
physical examination at the Medical Division of the VetHrans 
~dministration Regional Office, it was decided by the doctor 
and social worker on the case that the beat future plans for 
ti.he veteran lay in his desired return to Ireland to live with 
l maternal aunt whom he greatly liked. In the meantime, the orker had arranged for a neuropsychiatric examination which ustified filing a claim for his nervous condition.. The ; ontact Division of the Veterans Administration· provided the I ecessary information to the social worker regarding claim 
i judicotion. The worker then assisted in obtaining the ces ss.ry visa·· for tho vetoran, saving the la t tar valuable . 1 me and energy. The contact Division was again instrumental . interpreting to the worker, and in turn to the veteran, I 
$Uigibility for continued medical care and treatment in I 
Drolnnd through the American consulate. Case work services 
~dbntinuod for a·time even after the veteran had arrived in eland. He was kept in constant touch with claim develop-nts. The Contact Division, the Medical Division, the ~cinl Service and the Neuropaych1atr1o Units worked in close 
cooperation on this case. 
[ In tuberculosis a serious physical condition with poo~ . 1 ogn:::: :~aquentl;r limits any social cane work activity. 
'~ -;;:::-F ~ was discharged ngainst medical advice from the 
llospital. His prognosis was poor and he voluntarily left 
the hospital because of depression and restlossness. His 
d'aath was predicted in two months. He was a tall, thin, 
qbiet young man who was cooperative, but listless and showed 
v~ry little exprension although he was willing for any medi-
o~l treatment. Two years ago 1 he was told he did not have 
lpng to live. The doctor at the clinic felt that the veteran 
wns •tight as a drum• and 1n view of his poor prognosis, 
dld not recommend rehospitalization. The family was concerned! 
about tho veteran's condition but the veteran was disinterest-! 
ad about their concern. The doctor did not want to interpret .I 
[ 
J 
t e x-ray results and because the veteran was aware of his 
condition, the case was closed without any activity on the 
·part of the worker. 
:1 The family can do muc~ to hinder the beneficial adjust- , 
m$nt of a veteran. This is a case where family interference 
blocked case work services. 
-::,:t ::eG~, a 26 year old, single veteran, a meehan1o and 
truck driver by trade, left the hospital absent without offi- II 
oial leave with an active tuberculosis condition, moderately 
advanced, presumably because of his father's illness. The 
Ve1teran felt his mother needed him at home. When the social 
worker on the case visited the home he observed that the 
f~ily was primarily interested in the veteran's financial 
support and encouraged him to remain out of the hospital. 
Th~ veteran was participating in activity far beyond work 
tolerance. When the father of the veteran returned from the 
hospital he was found to be a dominant, aggressive person I! 
who decided to assume personal reaponsibili ty of the veteran' si 
mepical supervision. Repeated interpretation to the family ;, of~ the veteran's active condition and necessity for medical :I 
follow-up was needed. The veteran also subordinated the 'I 
importance of rehospitalization because he planned to marry. :
1 The family attitude in this case waa d~finitely felt to be :, 
destructive and a contributing factor to maladjustment, and il 
an:\obstacle to follow-up whon it was most needed. Later, \i 
this veteran attempted to return to the Veterans Administra- 1l 
tion hospital in Rutland but was not admitted because he had i! 
no~ been actually hemorrhaging at the time of' desired re- i\ 
admission. Emergency readmission to the hospital was per- :
1
1 
mit,ted only in eases of' active hemorrhages .2 . i 
. ,·.: t :i 
·· · . ~ Many times referral to social service is accepted with i1\ 
reluctance by the veteran partly because or lack of' adequate 1 
preparation at the time of' discharge from the hospital, and i! 
partly because of' lack of' understanding of available services ·j: 
In many of' the caaes among regularly discharged veterans, the 
1
1 
social Service functions have been confined to informative ll 
services available to the veteran by virtue of his veteran \j 
status. The following oases illustrate minimal case work 11 
aeT:::e 1: different areas. ~~ 
1~ ~H~, a 26 year old, married veteran was referred for ,, 
·i 2 Veterans Administration, "Rehospitalizntion in 
Medical Emergency," Medical -Regulations and Procedures 
6960, March, 1945. ---
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I no particular problems in this vetoran's total situation.-
THere was an excollont marital rol~tionship and tho voteran 
p~ssessad an intelligent undurstand1ng about his condition. 
H~s only problom lay in vocutional adjustment.- Ha had . 
a~ranged to work for a telephone oot1pany but tho COJ:-;pany•s 
p~licy forbade rehiring of tuberculous patients until at 
leuot two years had elapsed aftor a condition was considered 
a~rested. This necessitated a change in veteran's plans. 
Tlla workor on the case contacted a vooo.tiono.l officer who was 
ab'le to help tho votoran with now vocn1t1onal plano in o.nothor· 
t11ald of endeo.vor acceptable to the pa t1ont •· Financially, 
t~o votoran was cons1derod eligible for readjustmont allow-
anbea to supplement his pension funds • 
.. t· Aside from 1ndopondont oocial sorvico. activity,, tho 
oo poration from oo~~nunity ugenciea in so?oral oasos have 
b~hn most helpful. 
l ~! Mr. I., a aingle, young man of 29 years wau dineharged w1
1 
h a pultlonary,· chronic tuberouloais condition, minimally 
ad!g.ncod. His condition was considorod innctivo, requiring 
no tt~eatment. This votoran h11d b;;on reatloas and depressed 
at tho timo of examination by a doctor at tho out-patient 
ol nlc when he wan firnt intarviowocl at social Sorvico. He 
bad a.n aaoy, rapid 1:1annor of talking and wao oonatantly :; 
re~tloss and tenso. He folt badly about resting while friends :i 
worked and was diaoouruged about his restricted routine. He :i 
had an intelligent awareness of his condition. The doctor, · 
a public hoalth nurue and thG social workor on tho case felt 
that a vocational plan would benefit and alleviate some or 
the votorants anxieties and poasimiutio view about hia illness. 
The main goal of the worker waa in interesting tho veteran : 
in~some form or activity to divert his attention and energies. 
The public hoalth nurse in oooporation with the social worker 
workod out a plan whoroby tho former would call the latter 
1f' tho veteran showed any intorout ln vocational training. 
When the veteran indicated his deairo to bogin training, he 
told tho nurse who in turn contaotod the social worker, who 
arranged to havo tho vetoran interviewed by a training ofticon 
Th~ training of'!'icer VJas then given A nurOil'lQry o!' tho veteran's 
totial situation • 
. l 
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CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF VETERANS STUDIED 
The only basis of case aeloot1on tor this study ns1de 
trom origin and purpose of raferral wns availability or case 
1 ~£terial and whether or not the cnso wna a regular or irregu-j 
l lar discharge· case. The two groups or twenty-five cnsos each 
' 
1neluded all male veterans. There wore no personal descrip-
. 1 ' 
t14o charaoter1sties considered in the soloct1on of casas. 
There were twelve world war I veterans, and thirty-eight 
·1 ' ' 
World war II veterons. Seven or the world War I veterans 
''l wo~e irregularly discharged and five were regularly dis-
c~rged. Eighteen or tho World r.ar II veterans were irregu-
. •.·~ 
, 1 
la~ly discharged, and twenty were regularly discharged. 
Ages 
The ages ot the veterans ranged from twenty to sixty 
yea s. 
. •;j 
The av~rage age among those regularly.d1schnrged was 
thirty-four and among the 1~regulnr d1schargees was th1rty-
1l 
aev•n• a slightly older group. Seventeen or about 70 per cent 
' i~ 
of those l'egulo.rly discharged were under thirty-five ;years or 
:_} 
agel Thirtoen or about 50 per cent or those irregularl7 dis-~~ 
cha~ged were under thirty-five so that tho younger men pre-
{ 
dominated among those regularly d1uchg,rged. t.rhe distribution 
•'t 
ot the age groups ia shown in Table III on the next page • 
. ·~ 
J Mnrital Status 
:~ There 'Nere a predominnnce ot single roan in the sroup 
,'{ 
,.~ 
or ir-regular dischargees. 51gn1ficantly, it was found that 
-\ 
r 
' ), 
-tl':"e who had hal'l!lon1oue marital relat1onah1pe tended to make 
; ?' '\ 
beneficial social ndjuetr.nants ao compared to those whose 
~~1tal relationships were etrained and problematic. For ] 
· ·t1 TABLE III 
AGES OF THE VETERANS STUDIED 
Ages Irregular D1scharsea Regular D1sohnrges 
· · , Humber . Por cent Jfiiiibir Par cent . 
. r. ----------------------------------~~~~~~~~ r ~· 
'I 
•I 
'· 
2 
3 
a 
4 
l 
2 
l 
• Total 25 
's.oo 
. s.oo 
12.00 
a.oo 
16.00 
4.00 
s.oo 
4.00 
2 8.00· 
'3 12.00 
6 24.00 
3 12.00 
3· 12.00· 
3 12.00 
{,} ' 
a brGakdown ot the marital status ot the veterans studied 
.. ,i 
aee Table IV on page 37. · ~rthar. discussion ot marital 
' ; ' \ 
problems will be round 1n Chapter V under tamlly problema. 
se 
I 
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TAatn: :tV · 
J.IARITAL STJl.TUS OF VETRRAlJS STUDIED 
Single 
Divorced 
Divorct> pending 
Separated · 
lia.rr1ed 
>i Total 
t-,', 
12 
2 
2 
9 
44.00 . . 10 
a.oo 
·s.oo 
36.00 
l 
.l 
'l3 
25 •. ·, 100.00 
40.00 
4.00 
4.00 
100.00 
··~·~.il ... -.-G~r-ou-p~I~-~I-r_r_e-~-.-1-n-r-.-D-i_s_c-~~; -rs_a_a~;-G_r_o_u~p~I-I~-~R-e-~~1-a-r 
' ' Discharges · · · • · . · · · · 
:,,' · ·l. Education 
· ' ::1 Eduoa tion ranged all the way J.'rom grammar 
,'ji 
.! 
;\ 
, ) 
... \ 
.:.1 
" - ·.~ 
TABLE V 
EDUCATIOli OF VETERANS ~ITUDIED 
school 
~====~====~============================= 
.. 4 Amount ot Education lt G~oup I . Group II 
. Jiium'6er Per oen£ ]pm6~.r Pep cenF. 
· Education completed 
~, Grude school 
l High School ·.· College . . Business. school 
. I 
Education Incomplete 
·~ OramtllttZ. School 
· ',', High School . 
''l College 
<~ 
Unknown 
Total 
3 
3 
2 
17 
2& 
12.00 
12.00 
a.oo 
ea.oo 
100.00 
4 
4 
l 
3 
2 
3 
9 
25 
16.00 
16.00 
4.00 
12.00 
a.oo 
12.00 
32.00 
100.00 
a Group I - Irregular DiGchargosJ Group II - Regular 
•.: D1achargoa 
;:: iiiikifiiZi iZeaiiilliii"Zm .:aa.uLzuaa in&a ·~I 1 ,& 
~ . 
f.. 
L.·' 
' 
!I') 
" 
; 
r 
t 
... 
. 
r 
l 
' \ 
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if 
C'~napletion to college gruduu. te study. Because of" the large 
;i 
numbor ot voboraus for whom information was 
4 
laolting, 1t could I[ 
not bo aacortainod whethor ono group allowed a prodominnnoe 
a,jcortain level or not. 
on Ji II 
:I Howover, tho work olass1f1cut1ono 
were oor;1parativoly aimllnr for both, groups. 
:gm.ploymont 
The following tablas show tho employment atutus ot tho 
studied prior to and attor.hosp1tal1znt1on. 
!,, 
'~~ 
'1 
·1 :-, 
' ; ~ 
l 
' I .\} 
~' ~ 
Type or work 
student 
Clark 
Skilled v;ork . 
Unokllled work 
Miscellaneous 
Unknown 
'l'ABLE VI. 
i Group I 
'Uumbax: Psu: qant 
2 
G 
6 
11 
a.oo 
24 .. 00 
24.00 
44 .. 00 
Group II 
5 20.00 
6 24.00 
8 32.00 
2 a.oo 
3 12.00 
1 4.00 -~ 
----------------------------------------------------
'1. 
'i Total 
l 
1 
25 100.00 25 100.00 
! 
·1 a Group I - Irregular Dis cha:z:•gos ; Group II - Regular 
~1 Discharges · · 
. Among those who had received regular discharges, the 
oco~pat1ons engaged in prior to hospitalization or onset or 
I 
!I 
': 
'I 
!I 
II 
!I 
1: !I f; 
il 
:I 
il 
II 
'I :, 
!\ 
:, 
!I 
I! 
i! 
:j 
il 
ll 
!I 
il 
il 
;t 
ll 
I 
li ,, 
11 
li 
li 
I' 
!\ 
il 
il 
!i ,, 
;: 
;: 
d ;~ 
the, disease included six clorks, two shoe repairttrs, a butaher~ 
,, 
-;! 
.. 
a ~iggor, a bulldozer operator, a carpenter, two mochanios, 
tw~ factory workers, a pharmacist ~nd one unknown occupation. 
·~ 
=o . -'- ------·-------- ----------·------·-·-- -'-~-.J, 
i 
:;t 
'~ 
·>~ .~ 
·?-~ 
were studonts. Thoro wore otbor oootipat1ono but the 
'I 
,~oa mentioned woro tho voteran•s principal occupations. 
1 
unong thoao irrogularly.diochargod thoro voro elovon casos 
:-Jr whioh tho information v;aa unknown. Six of this group j 
ttdrked as laborers, ono carpenter, one pllinter, two machinists,; 
. ·.~ 
j 
;wo riggers, one shoe reparier, and two olorks. The ocoupa-
' i ~J!ons of the two groups waro comparatively similar. 
•'.• 
. r, 
'I' A LiLT>~· VII . -
ElrlPLOYMEitT STATU~ AFTgR DIOOIIARGE 
li Group I Grou!' II Employment Status Uiimbar e!'}E ofilit !tn'ffitior Pe;x: oori£ 
• 
Attending School 4 16.00 
Working .. 1 4.00 6 24.00 
Unnb1e to work 19 ,'72 .oo 
Not working but 
able 5 24.00 15 60.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
1r Group I - Irrttgular ))i~oha~ga; Group II - Regular 
Discharge 
Follo•ing hoapitul discha.rge. the il•I•egulo.rly discharged 
re_torans were all prttsumed not to have any work tolor~Ance • 
• otUHlly, one was working nnd participating in activity far 
,eybnd the work tolerance he was parmi tted. Family encouttage- •. 
I 
tent in this case was a definite hindr~:~.nce. ~ive irregular 
liachargeea had physical conditions which ware diagnosed 
•rreatad, quiescent or 1aact1ve and these veterans could have 
·~ 
tsaumed vocational training. One of the five suffered from 
l 
and did not oaL~e to •u::~swne any l~ouponsibilities. 
Ariother axpi•essed intaruat in rehabilitation becl:luse of 
'~ 
. u 
cop.oern over financus but a positive diagnouis of tuberculo-
1 
~~ 
sia was e&tabllshod before any work progrruu wns instituted. 
Another veteran wus 'Withdrawn and overconcerned about his 
~' 
condition and had to be a:.u~isted ciuring the procesu of 
1 
acctipting a vocational plan. Hospitali~ation wns recommended 
aa ·J a proven ti ve mtuasure for one veteran who lacked the 
necessarJ understanding of the d1aease and potential source 
i 
ot ·~infeot:lon he caused to his family. The fifth veteran was 
given a .full work toltlranco ·by tho doctor and had bogun plans 
to engage in aomo activity. 
Of' tba nineteen remaining irregular diachnrgee3, physical'! 
I 
" ,, inc~paoitl' prevented vocational planning. Aside f1•om physical 1i 
·I 
.I 
incapacity, two had physical complications or other illnesses ! 
:: 
; 
which prevented any voca.tioual atten1pts; four had questionable:; 
neur'opsychiatric conditions; two knew of deuth prognosis; 
two· were chronic alcoholics; and the others laoku(l int"'rest 
·; 
because of dopression, poor insight and bitterness over their i 
"'i 
li 
situation. Thez·e W81.'8 two students or thla group who planned ' 
.future training. One felt his condition would improve if he 
engaged ln some vocational activity but during the poriod or 
contact he had not entez•ed into any definite planning. 
'J:f 
:•Among th\l twenty .. five rogul111rly discharged votaraus, 
rltteen ware not working at the time or contact; four ware 
".-.~=--== 
lit n t ; ::: ;: _; ; -; #{ 
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I 
i. 
six were working. or the six, one 
. :,::~ 
~d to change vocational plans because or physical limita-
-~ 
tiona; one had to atop working because he was ambitious 
;t 
be'yond his physical ability; another had to quit because or 
;~ 
nervousness; and three were able to make good work adjust-
.-,:; 
-~ 
menta, although one or the three required close supervision. 
: ·t . 
orJ the four in school, two were in general college and one 
.] 
ij 
il ,, 
.i 
il 
I ~ I /,J 
wa~ attending busine_ss school. Another veteran wns interested 
-;t 
in:; a correspondence course which he started but had to give .i I 
'I 
up~because it proved too advanced. Among those not working J 
II 
··I 
ot.\this group; fourteen needed vocational guidance to assist 
:; 
the~ in more 
cognition or 
Host ot 
adequate utilization of their skills and re-
l· 
their'physical limitations. 
\_ 
the regularly discharged veterans were strongly 
inot'ivated by economic return or financial gain in their itt 
choice or vocations. In the majority or instances there was 
~n exaggerated sense of financial need. There were several 
i 
II 
'I 
ii 
!! 
'i who,· preferred unemployment to employment ror only four hours • II 
... :1 
In none of the cases studied was a veteran working tor tour :1 
hou,.js only excepting in the case of students. Pessimism !J 
\.;!_:! 
about necessary physical restrictions and over-protective 
' : ~.:; 
fami,,lies were seen as obstacles to vocational planning. 
:f; 
. ,( Finances h 
···.·Generally speaking, those regularly discharged tended 
toconsider their financial situation a source of greater 
than those irregularly discharged, i.e., when 
41 
I 
i nancial income was considered adequate. ·As the following · 
tible indicates at least ?.'5 per:cent or the veterans studied 
;,f 
had adequate·tinanoial means. The writer determined adequacy 
.TABLE VIII 
PINANCIAL STATUS OP VETEBQIS: STUDIED· 
.' .: .. ·, ~=============;====~=================== 
. · ~1 Pinancial Status ~o-:---~-o::-""'"'!"'~!'!"'"'~--~-~-:""-
, '\~' 
Adequate 
Inadequate 
( . , } Unkilown 
• ,,i 
1 ·:.·;jTotal . . . . ... 25 . • ~oo.oo . 25 100.00 
I ' 
!j :: • Group I - Irregular Dis. charges J Gro~p II - Regular . I .·d Discharges 
:I ~ 
ij fr~m the noted observations and impressions ·or the social 
:f ~Ojker on the caae. At least seven ot the eighteen 1rregu-
1! la, d1s0herge6a and ten ot the twenty-throB d1scliargeea wlio 
ha~ adequate financial means had or expressed some anxiety 
' ' .. ~ in'this'area. 
( 
Perhaps this is symtomatio ot their basic 
iindkrlying 1nse~urity. regarding their capacity as· individuals • 
.... J ' ' In .a number or case~ the income was ·auoh that when referral· 
' .: .. ,l ' . 
wasJmade for supplementatio~ the family income frequently 
~.~1tound to be above that or·the agency tigUres allocated 
It 
tor,this purpose. 
··~ Reasons !2£ Irregular Discharge 
n Although there were usually more than one reason given 
' .·~ 
'1 tor discharge b;r the veteran the following listed reasons were 
:: ;:; :iZZLZ; Laxm:uiiMIM 
considered to be the main reason. 
TABLE IX 
VETERAN'S PRINCIPAL REASON FOR IRREGULAR DISCllARGE 
Reason for Discharge Number Per Cent 
Dissatisfaction with hospital 5 20.00 
Preference for home care 2 a.oo 
Question of further treatment 1 4.00 
Confusion over diagnosis 1 4.00 
Alcoholic indulgence 5 20.00 
Worry over claim l 4.00 
Family difficulties (Marital 6 24.00 
problems, illness) 
Personality problems 2 a.oo 
Hopelessness 2 a.oo 
Total 25 100.00 
Among the five veterans discharged because of dis-
satisfactions connected with the hospital, there were three 
veterans with serious physical conditions. Their complaints 
were directed against the hospital personnel, the doctors and 
nurses, the conditions of sanitation and the monotony of hos-
;t 
pital life. From the noted observations in the case records, 
it was felt that claims of inadequacies and inefficiencies 
among this group were without objective basis. All of these 
veterans projeoted their inadequacies and were indignant about J 
the lack ot individual attention and personal help and 
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consideration. Tho vat«)ran who protorrod homo a&re t'l&.do a 
satiat'aotory adjuDtrnent nt home but had a queot1onable 
personality- diatu.rrbanae and pruuentod a poor physical 
appoaranco. Tho votoran who wn~ contuaod ubout diagnosis, 
worried over his claim .and possoosod an 1ndepondont aolf• 
centered attitude disclaiming any tam1ly roaponoib1l1t1os 
tor h1o w1to and two ohildron. ne did not want to teal ro-
str1otod. One veteran who questioned further traatmont 
made a poor social adjustment and d1aclair:ted tho need for 
' .. 
rebosp1tal1zat1on. Among thone discharged booauso of al-
coholic 1ndulgonco, throe were first world war votorans who 
wero willing to bo rehosp1tal1sad and had no particular 
tamlly rospons1b111t1os. Thoy traatod tbe1r discharge 
cirouma tnncos l.ightly. Ono vote.N;m had poor insight and led 
a recklous life; anothor was a peyohopQth who f'olt sorry 
about b1s d1sohnrgo and wiohod to roturn whonovor ho oould. 
ono votoran who was disohargod booause of alcoholic indul-
gonoe wao tho oxccpt1on rathor than tho rulo in that he had 
boon d1scho.rgod attor one drinking ino1dont. This one 1no1-
dont wr.uJ all tho moro disturbing to tho votoran booauso he 
was not oapablo of' holding his liquor and claimed that he 
had consumed only two oottlos of' boor. Although thoro wore 
others who in one uoy or anothor rolt that thoir claim 
worries woro rosponsiblo tor thoir leaving tho hoop1tal, 
tho ona oasa ioolated was or tho votoran who folt that a 
dolay in his oomponaation chock moant thut bo could no longor! ~ 
I 
I 
Among.the six leaving because ot 
family problems two had wives who were of a nervous tempera-
One veteran :felt his wife's condition only aggravated 
In this particular case, the veteran was married to 
a woman twenty-six years his junior. An alcoholic mother 
-\· 
wa~ responsible in part :for a veteran's AWOL discharge. 
Another veteran's family encouraged the veteran to leave the 
hospital. Family illness caused two veterans to leave 
against medical advice. In both these cases, however, the 
veterans were requested to re-enter the hospital because ot 
their physical condition and potential danger to already sick 
individuals. For the two veterans whose main cause of irregu-
lar.d1soharge lay in their personality dif.ficulties, one had 
a poor attitude towards his illness and the other was a 
psychotic personality. The two veterans discharged because 
·of hopelessness had poor prognoses with almost certain 
death resulting in a short ttme. 
L. JE 
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'I I POST-HOSPITAL SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 
II 
i 
The factors inherent in a tuberculous patient's post-
hospital social adjustment are the same factors inherent 
:/ 
' iq any person's total situation. 
; 
These are the factors 
I relating to home and ramily life, work, income, personality 
J1 and emotional problems. Since factors relating to work and 
\j i~~ome problems of the veterans studied have been discussed 
I, 
I !I 
II 
II 
,, 
r 
i 
>I 
lj 
!I 
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I 
' 
in·Ohapters II and IV, this chapter will be primarily con-
earned with the other social factors mentioned. 
It has been said that the only permanent crippler is 
that deep inner emotional attitude towards life common to 
', 
',, 
al~' men regardless of whatever physical deformity may take 
place. When that inner self is gone, true deformity results. 
It is much more difficult for a tuberculous patient with a 
!f~ 
"broken lung" to adjust socially than it is for a patient 
j 
with the more obvious broken leg or arm. But, "to cripple 
,!''o_ 
the body is not necessarily to cripple the man himself," is 
\ 1 
a wise axiom for the tuberculous patient to remember. 
Home Environment 
:,;.; Tuberculosis has long been known as a disease of 
,, 
poverty. 
~ 
In one study made, tuberculous persons living in 
the c~untry and on farms who infected two or three individ-
1 Edna Yost and Lillian Gilbreth, Normal Lives For 
The Disabled, p. 7. 
-
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·I . ;~ I uals in the country, conta.minnted from eight to ton in city 
i <1 I t$nements. IdeallJ, the home environment of a tuberculous 
:I 
:! ! 
1 patient should be: 
• ~ • airiest, most pleasant room with more than 
one window, .furnishings should be aimple:::zand cheerful and 
tho patient should be protected .:t'rom dra.rt.' Ho ehould 
have on11 sufficient clothing to maintain comfort 
especially tor those subject to night sweats.· His 
dishes and eating utensils should be kept separate and 
the room should never be d1'7 swept or dusted. A spu-
tum cup should consist or metal container with~aper 
cup tillar •. His room mus~ have constant circulation 
of pure air from outside.· · · 
Among the cases studied the physical setting of the 
homos' the number or children or pot•aons in the bomo and 
the locale were factors oonsidorod in evaluation of tho 
> ,:.;. 
home environment. Specific home details and description 
were lacking in several oases. 
' Among those regularly discharged, fifteen were pre-
sumed or judged by workeX'a to have adequate home tao111t1es, 
1. e., a good, olean, air,J room. 
. , . 
' 
Two ot this group had in-
adequate, substandard homes and two were living in a room-
ing house which did not turnioh proper surroundings. Six 
situations were unknown. Among those irregularly dis-
charged, seven occupied substandard, inadequate quarters 
which were damp and dark. several or the quarters were 
condemned by the city. The same number of irregula~ dis-
obargeos had adequate tao1lit1es as the regular dioohargeea. 
Following is a table.or home circumstances, i.e., whether 
2 Benjamin Goldberg, Clinical Tuboroulosie, 1942. 
--~-~ ·; --. -- - --;--- - :--::::__--..;:-.. -;-;;_-----
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. HOM!~ SITUATION 
Home Situation 
Lives with paronto: (Married or single) 
Lives ~1th •1£e: 
(&.children in own 
apartment) 
Lives alone 
Irrogular 
Diachargo 
12 
8 
Rogulo.r 
D1schnrgo 
8 
12 
3 
~. 
r, Livas with relatives 
3 
2 
> }l. 
,;• 
2 Unknown 
·.J 
' ~·~ 
~-------------------------------------------------­' ) Toto.l 25 26 d ___ ....... ____________________ _ 
Thero were twice ne Qany l1v1t~ with thoir parents 
,j 
among tho irregular d1ochnrsoes as compared to thoao 
rogularl:f diccho.rgod. Included in tho lattor group was 
'I~ 
I 
one' ltta.'laturo, 1rreapons1ble voternn who did not wont to 
assumo roupons1bility for hlo wife and t~o childron. Ono 
Ot tb1s group also l1Vod in a hotol rOOt:l and had 1'!10l'r1od 
but legality ot tho carriago \fas quootionod. He lator 
rotuJnod to l1vo with rolnt1von. Aeons thoso with fwm111oo 
ot their own, thoro woro o1x veterans with young children 
agod ·ono to throe. The aamo nppliod to those 1rregulnrly 
48 
d1schnrgod. [J 
iC 
or those leaving alone, two veterans among those regu-
14rly discharged felt their phy·sioal condition would be 
1 
.I 
dangerous to the children in the bome. These two wera ad-
.";1 
·juating satisfactorily on their owrt'. 
::r Family Relationships 
' It is the family for whom muoh of our aim in life is 
motivated next to individual self consideration and from 
wh~oh we gain our first loaaons in experiencing the realities 
·~ ot .~an outer world. Where congenial home and family relation-·: 
. ·~ ' . 
~hips exist, satisfactory social adjustment follows. In 
. ' j 
cas.~s whore a satisfying family relationship does not exist, 
·I '1~ 
there was found to be a compensatory strong motivation on 
~ the~part or the tubercular patient. This compensatory drive 
manifosmitsalf in overaggression or overambition. The 
:; 
absence of a family group is just as harmful as disaatisfao-
.. I . . . 
. l 
tionl. over a family group rela t1onship. 
,:·l 
.,:;li,; 
. ·\Among the twenty regularly discharged vote1•ana who 
. ~ . . 
were,·oonsidered by the wri tar to be adjusting Viall, there 
. !i 
were ::good, congenial family rola tionships between husband 
) 
and wife and between family siblings and parents. In one 
case,., although a sister t.ook an interest in the tuberculous 
j 
veteran she was inclined to be lax in her concern over 
hygienic habits and routine. Her attitude was combated by 
veteran's intelligent awareness of his condition. Ten of 
' this group were married and relations were judged congenial. 
They were more mature personalities and possessed an intelli-
49 
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gent recognition of the potential. infection they could cause 
Their wives took a helpful interest in them and were 
;. av:are of and interested in their plans. In two instances, 
nnd daughters were employed and contributed toward 
support of the voteran•s fnmily relieving the 
-burden from the tuberculous patient who 1UiS cble to nccept 
arrangement. or the remaining nine regularly dis-
and adjusting well 1 one wns living out of the home 
:during part of the week when he attended school nnd was 
., naking a fair adjustment. The parents of veterans in this 
':group wero helpful and, although at times overprotective, 
I ·.~.[.·:ere sincerely interasted in tho patients. one veteran 
1
/ ·r.aaumod his father' o rosponsibillties at home when the latter 
~:oied. This new responsibility helped the veteran gain new 
I i 
'I ·'·~ncentive. 
1: 'l Among the irregularly discharged and adjuating ~ell, 
1 . ne tuberculous patients had family difficulties. or the 
) .lwo who v1ere married, one hnd a wife who wna an invalid and 
,I 3 
II tnd hospitali&Qd while tho patient waa at tho hoapital. 
)! .~raving recently moved North from southorn Unite,ci Statas,one 
Ji .·\rfttoran' s wife was lonesome as she knew no one and was in a 
1/ · 'lonstant state of nervousness. The veteran worried about her 
!I ~ 
]: ·l!.nd loft the hospital primarily on her account. Of the fouri 
!j 1djust1ng well and single, two had overprotective mothers 
II tho interforod with bona1'1c1al adjuotmont. One got along 
;i :fairly well with his mother but refused to inform her of 
t, 
'\; 
~W··'·*'';;;,Ilijiiiii49JA-~iiiii~~M,M&¥;w.;:;;a:w•:;:;;;;;;¥s«GJ;m . ' Q 
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;t 
true circumstances because he felt this would worry her 
unnecessarily. One was completely rejected by an authorita-
•l 
tive, domineering father and a passive mother. Two others 
:t 
th~s group had long separations from their wives. One of 
these veterans lived with his immediate family adjusting 
i 
well and the other lived alone with no family contact. Both 
were elderly men. The family relationships were unstable 
I 
;1 
andjstrained for these veterans but there were other attri-
·l 
butes in their personality makeup which helped them bene-
ficially to adjust to their circumstances. 
i 4 Among the five regularly discharged but making poor 
_I 
social adjustments, three were married and two were single. 
l! q 
if 
If ~I il 
:I i! 
.I 
Of these three, o·ne complained that his wife used unnecessary ;I 
il pressure in starting him in training too soon. The other · 
married late in life, felt indifferently about the marriage 
.1 
and passively accepted his situation. The family pattern was 
stable in one instance but the veteran overindulged in al-
cohol and was emotional in makeup. In the remaining case of 
a single veteran there was a rigid, insecure mother who 
made repeated financial demands on the veteran. Loneliness 
for home and people of his native country was chiefly in-
fluential in the blocking of one veteran's adjusting to his 
situation. 
Among the sixteen receiving irregular discharges and 
making poor social adjustments there was no family life 
l! 
which could be considered helpful. If a family group existed ' 
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th~ pattern was one of instability and quarrelsome, strained 
1 
relationships between siblings and parents.· Seven of this 
l 
gr~tip were. married, six of whom had families of three or 
' /· mo~e. In·one case, marital relations were difficult because 
·,, 
;I 
oftith~ wife's nervousness. She found 1 t difficult waiting on 
th~ vet~:;:oan at home and his demanding, excitable, personHlity 
·~ 
clashed with hers. 
; 
' -~ 
In.this particular fantily, thertt was also 
a ~1ck daughter for 
. ,j whom the veteran expressed great worry :: 
but~was unconoerned·about.protecting ii his family from infection 
,, 
1 
In another case, the tuberculous veteran requested the ser-
,, 
i; 
vices of a physician for the purpose of rendering an arrested :! 
diagnosis which he could furnish hospital authoritiea in 
order to permit return to the home of his ill daughter. He 
l 
' too ,,was unconcerned about potential infection to others be-
caus·e of worry over his 111 son and daughter. In another 
case; the veteran completely dominated his family situation 
. ·; 
by ~s strong willed personality. In another cnse, a 
patient was married to a woman twenty-six years his junior 
who was in a constant nervous state and pregnant at the time 
the veteran left tho hospital. There were three other small 
children in this family yet potential contagion was dis- . 
regarded. In one case the veteran's rehoap1talizat1on was 
g~eatly welcomad_by the wife because she objected to the 
~! 
!I 
~ I 
il 
I 
'i• 
11 
I! 
,! 
II 
~ i 
I I! 
1, care -he demanded. In this same case, two of the children 
1: 
!: part of the veteran. 
needed medical care which increased anxiety and worry on the 
In .another case a self-centered 
ll-,=--==== 
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~~ po~aonnlity retuned to nsauxne family roapons1b1lit1es and 
,, "j 
loft his \'!life nnd two children to live nt the home or his 
parents. He ~illtully dismissed his obligations. This 
particular veteran once lived in a reckless manner in a 
' I 
hotel roorn unmindful or his condition. 0!' thotsing::Le veter- :' 
····· 
ans:':1irregularly discharged and adjusting poorly, ono did 
·, 
not_;have any fumily lite to $peak of. · He 11vod alone in 
·' qual'ters condemned by-the city and waausunlly found in 
dririk!ng taverns. He had placed the custody o'£ his• =nail in 
the'pands of' a :mailman who personally delivered nnd had 
permission to open any or his correspondence. The worker on 
the case was instrumental in assisting the veteran only 
through the :nailman and thon only upon cliaoovering veteran 
in a tavern. The vetQran had resisted any contacts whatso-
ever with a woman worker at one time. He was subsequently 
helped in obtaining readmission to the hospital. In one case 
the family members consisted of n eistor only who turn1shod 
veteran a comfortable place in her single home. In another 
case, ·the vetnrants family pattern ""a one or unroliability 
but the vatoran had always been a wanderer and a man ot 
limited intolligenoe. In still anoth6r case, the family's 
concern was minimized by tho vetarao bacause or his under-
standing or a poor prognosis. One veteran had felt that his 
divided loyalties throughout hie early life between his 
divorced parents had made life quite d1i'flcult tor him. Al-
though he wus able to establish hlmaoJ.f sAtisfactorily with 
. I 
' '' ·,~:l 
I \ r~ .c••• 
II . hi, step-parents • he had B highly exagg8rated nenae or tam1-
l! ly i,responsib111ty. In the final .os~e, the votarnn wns con-
i\ ~i [: s~~'lrad to be a roenace at homo because of h1s drinking habito~ 
1:
1 ,h1~~ la to houra, and lack or concern for proper food and rest. 
P ,S18Jl1f1oantl:y, among thoso tubnroulous votorans receiving 
,il!rpgular discharges and adjusting well, tmnily int~Jrost and 
: . l!' ~;~ 
. aasl!!tance were fit n rnin1mum. For thta group, the senoral 
tam!lY plotui'e waa difficult And problematic. personality 
. d1ft1cult1~s also predominatod among these tuberculous 
- '.~~ 
vet$rans. The families therefore found the patients hard to 
get along -.1th •. In rav1owing the pet•sonality and behnv1or 
ot .those veterans, the writer's sympnth1ea tended to be w1th 
.tho fem111es ot this group. 
·, 
< 
!~rsonal1tl Problems 
!Jndernouriehmont und fatigue are two taotors bes1dos 
the constitutional raotor and the presence or tubercle ba-
cillus which may cnuse tuberoulosto. It has not b,)on 
auft1ciently stressed thnt therB are emotional patterns 
which are rosponsiblo for tho underweight with which many 
3 
aaaes of pulmonary tu'borculon1s begin. 
, It hae been frequently observad that thnro is 
a high incidence ot neurosis 1n people suffering trom 
this disease •• ·A strong neod tor love and protection 
aooma to be pieoent in some ot tho cases which have 
boen studied. 
3 Edward Welt's ant1 o. Spurgoon Ene;lish, Pnycho-
eomat1o Nod1oine, 1943, P• 408. 
4 Ibid., P• 408. 
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Notwithstanding the varied precipitating causes of tu-
~rculosis the writer has been struck by the large incidence 
' ' 
r personality difficulties inherent especially among those 
ltients with a, serious physical condition. . The previous 
a.ttern of reaction unquestionably c,ontributed to neurotic 
andencies which the tuberculous condition served only to 
~gravate. 
From the onset there is severe emotional shook usually 
)llowed by indiffe.rence, depression, anxiety,· skeptical 
tsbeliet, inaccessibility, pessimism, hopelessness and 
abellion which are all symtomatio of an underlyinB fear and 5 . 
~certainty about the future. Fear and depression seem to 
redoroinnte in the initial stages. The characteristic ohro-
lcity, stigma attached to the disease and to the confusing 
iea of the wasting away of the body add to the emotionally 
~erwrought situation. 
nr. William Osler has said, "The cure of tuberculosis 
apends more on what the patient has in his head than on 
1at he has in his chest." Karl Menninger elaborates on 
~other aspect of the psychology of the tuberculous veteran. 
, states, "Tuberculosis is after all, a gt>aceful way to 
~stroy oneself - slowly, tragically, often with relative 
,mtort, good rood, rest, peace and the sympathetic tears of 
ll." 
5 Irene· Grant, "social Work With Tuberculous 
a.tients," ~Family, October, 1932. 
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·.It. has, been. s~id. that a tuberculous patient can without 
6 
;uilt be self-centered and demanding .. 
Projection of feelings of inadequacies which a patient 
:annot tolerate ·are cQmmonly indicated in complaints about· 
;he rood, hospital, surroundings, inefficiencies, and in 
. . . 
~ritioisms ,of .theclaims:tor 4-isability compense.tion.and _the 
tdministration's policies. Another more subtle .outlet tor 
;he patient's' .hostilities is found· in the possibili tJ or 
.ntecting others, and so ws find the occasional patient who 
•etuses to take proper care of his sputum and who goes out 
1f' the hospital with no concern about protecting his familY' 
II' aSSOCiateS from COntact With the tubercle bacilli. 
The tuberculous patient presents psychological 
problems expressed in fear, helplessness and feelings of 
rejection that are predominantly the reactions one would 
expect because·or the chronicity or the disease and the 
necessity for strict rest •. His dependency needs are re-
inforced, ·ror his basic pattern ia one that demands love 
and protection, and yet the nature or his illness forces 
a· separation f'rom his family and close associates. 
· , Other common emotional ro.otors are: marked ego'cen-
tricity, rapid changes in mood from optimism to disco.lZi'• 
agement·, jealousy, fear, suggestibility, reckless jeopardizing or their own and their families welfare, 
· gradual regression. Another common mental trait of a 
tuberculous patient is fear or the disease and its re-
sult - death. Fear should be interpreted and explained. 
in terms or Bhe constant drain it puts on the discharge-
able energy. · · 
Thus we see the wide rrumif1oations of emotional factors 
ffeoting the tuberculous patient at the time or diagnosis, 
6 Ruth Cowell Openshaw, "case Work With A Tuberculous 
oung woman," Familz, May, 1946. 
7 Mary s. Brooke, "Psychology of the Tuberculous 
atient," Journal ot.Soc1al casework, February, 1948, P• 57. 
a Irene Grant, ~. 2.!!. , 1932. ___________ _ 
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at hospitalization, as well as during, and following dis-
charge. 
Among the twenty regularly diaohargnd veterans adjust-
ing well, there was only' one case or questionable personality ' 
dev1ut1on, although he too wao capable of adju5t1ng bene-
ficially within the limits of his a1tuRt1on. This particu-
lar veteran was referred tor neuropsychiatric oxam1nation 
because he appeared to be tense, restless, d1Bcou~nged about 
restricted regime, and pess1m1st1o about lit·e. lie ,bad bad 
a bronchoscopy performed on hlm and alRo suffered from ma-
larial rever. He was helped to understand his feelings ot 
discouragement in the ligl1t of his inability to plan training 
or work because of the restriction imposed by his condition. 
This particular veteran used to be a bulldozer oporntor and 
bad activoly participated in hunting, finhing and traveling 
prior to his illness. It is undorstandnblo therefore that 
he felt so frustrated in his situation. His youth and 
dosire for vocational training lnteresta are factors which 
contributed to a helpful adjustmsnt. Among this group there 
ls prevalent an exaggerated sanso or family financial needs 
manifested by the patient's earnest desire to be gainfully 
employed 1n occupationa where the oconomia return was great-
est. It is signif1annt, however, that although tha veterans 
in this group desired employment most ot them preferred a 
period or inactivity immediately following hospital discharge. 
Personality problems were less serious or, if existing, 
57 
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continod to such matters as contusion over their health 
situation. However, this too blooked benaf1c1nl adjustment 
and prevented active planning tor the tuture. In one case 
the veteran wa~1 separated from his wife and although mature 
and 1ntell1gont, became anxious sbout training posaib111t1es 
and in his eagerness took a job and broke down shortly after 
he started working. One.marr1ed veteran was able to adjust 
to medical treatment when he discovered a doctor 1n whom 
he had great faith. confidence gained him new incentive and 
he was able to adjust to his circumstances. Generally 
speaking, there were no marital problema to npank ot among 
this group. At least, the social workers did not note this 
as a problem. Boredom and inactivity contributed to rest-
lessness in one case. The votoran in question had been quite 
active while in the hospital and he telt that home reat 
induced restlessness. The worker on the cnoe referred him 
to a community workshop. It .is neceaunry that boredom or 
inactivity be handled and the patient learn acceptance ot 
9 
the role ot inactivity or nativity. This is neoe:waey in 
order that the patient•• mind be tree rrom preoccupation with; 
ideas about his tuberculous condition. Although on~ veteran 
posReaaed an intell1gont awareness or h1a illness, he dis-
played continual anxiety and apprehension regarding the 
welfare ot his tamily. He also indulged in alcoholic 
drinking to an extreme. In one case, although thora was no 
9 Jean Bernan and Leo A. Bernan, "The Signing Out or 
Tuberculous Patients, ".!2! FamilY,, April, 1944. 
concern voiced about his condition, the veteran was overlJ 
protective towards bia family. Anothor veteran had an 
aggroasive, intelligent personality which seemed to compen-
sate in many wa7s tor his physical restriction. Ile confided 
that oven though he looked and felt well he always know that 
as a tuberculous patient he was "like a rotten apple, nice 
outside, rotten inside." In many or this group there was 
a good outward physical appearance which is probably a help-
ful factor. The interest oxprossod tor vocational training 
waa strong among this group. One veteran who had a gun 
shot wound with amputation or lett arm above tho elbow was 
very optimistic and saw his tuberculous condition as another 
disability to overcome. He posaesaod many admirable charac-
ter traits. 
Among the five regularly discharged and adjusting 
poorly, it was tound·that passive acceptance or the disease 
with a fatalistic tuture outlook was a predominant attitude. 
In two casas, low mentalities and adol&~c3nt, impulsive 
greatly dependant drives existed. ·In three oas0s, the 
individuals were of a highly norvous temperament. One ot 
these veterans over-indulgod in alcohol and his wif~ and 
child constituted his supreme interest in life. One veteran 
had Q history or depression since his first hospitalization. 
He had been orphaned dt six whon his parents died. Another 
veteran was extremely aggressive, extremely demanding, am 
had undertaken vocational training too soon after discharge. 
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He accused· his wife or being anxious to start him in training 
although he, hiinaell'" had retusod to abide by tho training 
officer's ~eoommendation which was that ho postpone plana 
pending physical improvement. 
Among those 1rl"egularly discharged and adjusting well 
there were -strong emotional components inherent in the total 
I 
situation not necessarily confined to the veteran's personali-: 
t7. Strong family ties and family pressure induced one 
veteran to· .feel that the hospital wanted to prolong treat-
ment and the resulting contusion led to iu1IDenoe hostility 
against the hospital. In another case, tho emotional make-
up ~t a tuberculous patient's wife was responsible for 
his irregular discharge. In a third case, an alcoholic 
mother, combined with spinal cohlplications or the veteran, 
induced him to loave the hospital. There wore threo veterans 
of the .old or ago group discharged for aloholic indulgence. 
They treated circumstances ot the discharge lightly. One 
of .this group. was a psychopath personallt~; the other two 
wero long separated from their wives and had no t'uture plans, 
altboug"h "they did not present any poss1m1sm 1n their make-up. 
Another veteran projected his inadequacies onto tho Vetorana 
Administration and oven though he was referred to a oommu-
' 
n1ty resouroe tor medical treatment, he insisted that the 
Veterans.Admin1strat1cn assume medioal responsibility despite 
h18 non-servioe connected status and resultant ineligibility. 
Maternal over,proteot1on was considered to_bo a bindranoo 1n · 
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one case; ·but the.veteran adjusted well physically at home. 
In one case a quest.1onable psychopathic personal! ty seemed 
to be the only explanation_for the veteran's many problems 
which dated from an.early family history of poor 1dantif1oa-
·t1on with an authoritative father,.and a rejecting family 
:Who accused .the veteran of malingering •. This veteran in 
the. course of case work treatment recognized his projection 
~t inadequacies .onto the hospital staff and was able to 
understand · his fears of surgery, complaints of food, and 
.anxieties over1nd1scrimm1nate discharge • 
.Amo,ng the sixteen discharged irregulaztr and making 
poor adjustments. as .expected from the character of their 
.discharges, the. emotional component was of the strongest 
. ' 
.empha~115. . Here, in this group are the most serious physical 
cond1t1ons,.the mor,e.involved family disturbances, the most 
.maladjusted. pre-illness personalities, and the group in w:h1ch 
there are complicating other physical illnesses. 
. . . Breuer round that in thirty-tour. out of 100 oases 
studied, psychic factors contributed to the outbreak 
of the disease and also a higher percentage of severe 
involvement oases found psychic factors of great 
importance. Foster and Shepard found that 30~ of their 
group o£0100 patients studied showed abnormal mental states. . . · . · 
Fear of death when it presents itself is another 
primary emotional problem among tuberculous. patients. A 
bitter reaction toward thoracoplasty based on hearsay 
10 Alfred Ludwig, Emotional Factors ~Tuberculosis, 
June, 1947. 
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knowledge or its ineffectiveness and high death rate, which 
statistics have proven otherwise, a fatalistic attitude 
towards life,. frequent complaints or red tape, waiting around 
and unsatisfactory medical treatment were found prevalent 
among far-advanced cases or tuberculosis. Concurrently, 
there .was utter disregard tor the welfare of members at 
home. Complete dominance and subordination of family members 
were common when the patient with the afore-mentioned com-
plaints was the head of the household. It is this group 
who primarily lacked understanding regarding the nature ot 
the disease and minimized protection of their families from 
infection. One veteran felt his wife could not manage;· 
without him although this was questionable. Another veteran 
thought ~e was needed to provide the necessary morale boost 
to a nervous, sick wife. It is among this group that many 
destructive self traits were evident. Whether or not these 
feelings had arisen as a result of more fundamental conflicts 
1nvolying the need tor punishment,or as sources or compensa-
tion tor guilt,remains a matter of conjecture inasmuch as 
case mate.rial available can furnish only very limited basis 
for such evaluations .• 
In one case ho~elessness of the situation resulted in 
panicky dis·regard-J~~r members or a veteran• s family when he 
learned that he had but a short time to live and left the. 
hospital against medical advice. The worker on the case 
was able to work through acceptance ot rehospitalization 
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1nspite of :the:veterants:poor:prognos1s ·because or the 
great:danger·he could cause others• A· self-centered, self-
satisfied. attitudewe.s·common among ·this group. A poor 
attitude ·towards.·illness existed· in· cases where there .was 
a poor·att1tude·towards the hospital,. the -Veter~na Adminis-
tration;. and siznul:taneously, the social service department. 
The reckless ab,Jndon of· two veterans could have probably 
been the result of severe complications of other illnesses. 
An impending marringe was responsible for a veteran's 
utter disregard for his fUture wife's welfare. Five of this 
group, the largest number of an: of the groups discussed had 
questionable neuropsychia tria dis.turbances. Their nervous 
conditions were of long duration. The disturbances were: 
a deep interiority complex, a great degree or dependency 
plus. limited intelligence, nervousness, emotional make-up 
affecting· loss· or appetite and continuous worrying, and an 
exaggerated sense of family responsibility. One of thee& 
veterans lived in a home where there were five siblings 
undar·twanty and his mother complained that he was a m~kC& 
at home because he was unable .to keep proper hours o~ bed 
rest, did not eo. t the .. right .food and drank alcoholic liquor 
.to excess. One veteran was excitable. high· strung and or an 
exaggerated emotional makeup always demand1ng and irritable. 
This group frequently expressed their disapproval of hospi• 
tal care. 
In a.well rounded social adjustment there is somo 
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limitations ot one's condition. It was noted by the ~rite~ 
that this aspect of the problem of social adjustment \vas 
noticeably lacking in the case records studied. If the 
workers mentioned any leisure time or reoreatiohal a~tivity, 
it was confined to routine statements or what the veteran's 
day was like tor example: "Veteran arose late, worke~ about 
tha house, went tor·a walk, then retired early .. " Understand-
ably, social participation is limited because of the nature 
or·the disease. 
Sexual behavior and problems relative to this aubjoot 
was also lacking so that no inferences could be drawn based 
[1 on any facts from the recorda studied. 
II 
II In review,· ·the writer ·seas the following factors af'tect-ji 
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:1 ing social adjustment positively, negatively, or in some 
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interfering manner. 
· ·· Pactors Favoring Positive Social.Adjuat~ont 
The positive social factors revealed in the study are: 
(l) youth, (2) the lack of' responsibilities; (3) an intt'l~igent: 
cooperative attitude towards the tuberculous condition, 
(4) family cooperation, (5) adequate home environment, (6) r1- i 
nancial security• of. both the veteran nnd his fanlily, (7) a 
happy marriage; and (8) constructive aims or goals in lite. 
Factors Contributing ~ Social Mal-adjustment 
The·sooial factors which tended to .contribute to social 
' 
maladjustment are: (1) poor insight, (2) a strong willod, 
-·---,, 
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oond1t1on, (4) ·exaggerated far..ily- responsibilities, (5) · phy-
sical complications, (6)·f1nanc1al need, .(7) poor 1nterper-
sonal famil1 relationships, (8) the lack of a permanent, 
,. stable· home en'V'ironment, · (9) ·poor· early life in a broken ii 
I' 
II 
li 
ii ji 
ii 
.I 
)! 
bome,~{~O) alcholism, :{11) an unstable famil7 pattern,· and'. 
,•.':.' 
(12) quest!onablepersonality disturbances.· 
Factors Interfering !!!h Positive Social Adjustment 
'. Al'though both positive and negative factors are appli-
cable- to the regular as well as the irregular group of dis-
cha·rgees, the writer ·has differentiated the interfering 
factors between the two groups. Closely related to the · 
11 negat1 ve ractors are the toll owing .tao tor~ intertering w1 th 
ji a positive social adjustmenta AmQng those regularly dis-
1: 
II il charged ·but making poor adjustments are those who: (l) Lack 
If ail'1 constructive attitudo toward future planning because of 
ii 
ii the lack ot confidence~. pessimism or dejection,. (2) desire 
!t j! to enroll in schools primarily for f'inana1al benefits, 
1; 
l! ( 3) accept their· disease passivelr thus preventing any 
ll 
II 
1: progressive action, (4) are overanxious and apprehensive 
!I. 
I! 
,1 regarding the welfare ot their families without any basis 
ii 
il ·f'or this feeling, ( 5) have families who apply pressure toward i; 
ti 
il 
rehabilitation, and (6) have low mentalities. These tacto~s 
are also applicable to tho irregularly discharged veterans 
.-
who were making pooradjuatments. Among those irregularly 
discharged but making good adjustments conversely to expecta-
" 
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tiona, the following factors have intarf3red in the attain-
ment of adequate adjustments: (l) hostility towBrd the hos-
pital and the Veterans Administration based on unroal1nt1c 
complaints, (2) fear ot surgical procedures baaed on limited 
jj knowledge and hearsay or the inoffoct1veness ot such treat-
~ ! 
" 'I !j 
;i 
ment or the rumor ot a high death rate, (3) the added physical· 
restriction imposed on the patient because or oompl1oat1ng 
other illnesses, (4) non-service connected status and the 
resulting worry over inadequate finances and ineligibility 
tor out-patient treatment trom the Veterans Administration 
which was preferred, (5) the age taotor. The older the 
veterans were, the less they oared one way or the other how 
they adjusted during the post-hospital period. (6) re~ 
aiatanoe toward any social sorvioe assistance baaed on a 
lack of understanding or the agone~, (7) emotional d1tfioul-
tiea of wives or family members, (8) contusion over diagnosis 
resulting in an inability to plan tor the tuture, (9) aloo~ 
·-hollo indulgence, (10) family pressure encoura~lng the 
veteran's release from the hospital to the detriment of his 
well being, and (11) a depondGnt, immature personality whose 
physical disability increased dGpendont drives orevent1ng 
the individual trom functioning independently. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This is a study .ot social factors inherent in the post-
hospital social adjustment of a group of tuberculous veterans 
referred to the Social Service Department of the Boston Re-
gional Office, Veterans Administration, Boston, Massachusetts 
for medical-social follow-up, and the function or that agency li 
II 
Jl il in their tuberculosis program. A comparison of social ad-
,1 
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justments was made between two groups of tuberculous veterans 
discharged from a Veterans Administration hospital with and 
against medical advice and consent. The study included fifty 
oases, twenty-five of whom received regular discharges and 
twenty-five of whom received irregular discharges. The case 
records were selected on the basis or adequate case material 
it for purposes of the study. The. oases studied were referred 
I' 
II tor follow-up between June and October, 1947. This period 
1\ 
" If was selected arbitrarily. 
!i 
~I 
It 
Although tuberculosis cases have 
come to, the attention of the social Service Departmont.rrom 
,, 
'I 
il 
other than the Veterans Administration Hospital in Rutland 
Heights, Massachusetts the cases studied were referred ex-
[I 
1
1 elusively from this source. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II [' 
il 
1\ 
I' II 
The study included first world war veterans and second 
world war veterans ranging in age from twenty to sixty years. 
The policies and procedures of the Veterans Administration 
1: lj. hospital and social service functions in the regional. office 
lj 
!I were covered insofar as they pertained to the tuberculosis ,, 
! 
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program particularly with regard to tho post-hospitalization 
phase. 
The social service contacts wore fewer in cases where 
the veteran was discharged with medical advico, that is, 
among the regularly discharged. Presumably, this was because 
of self satisfying conditions and able self-help, independent 
of social service assistance or because the veteran did not 
want to be helped ~ the social service department. As a 
rule there was little interpretation to rrumily members and 
the family contacts were limited because the veterans did 
not wish to have the workers contact their fa~lies. In 
man~ cases, however, among those regularly discharged, the 
family members were handling the situation adequately. The 
chief social service functions discussed were: (l) medical 
supervision, (2) interpretation of illness, (3) supportive 
help, (4} vocational planning, (5) claim follow-up, (6) fi-
nancial planning, and (7) clarification of attitudes re-
garding acceptance of illness, hospitalization, hostile, 
aggressive manner, fear or surgical procedures, realistic 
planning of needs, and feelings of.diseouragement. 
Some of the reasons why veterans leave the hospital with 
irregular discharges were found to be: (1) dissatisfaction 
with hospital or some related complaint concerning doctors, 
nurses, the administration, surgery or food which was aeon 
in comparable degree applied to home, family and self, (2) 
preferenoe for home care whore bed rest was the only treat-
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mont recommended, (3) unoorta1nty f.l.bout ti1agnos1a end neQd 
for further trontrnant, (4) m!.nconduot booauue of alcoholic 
indulgence and infraction of hospital rules, (5) personality ' 
problems, (6) hopelessness, (7) wort'":J' ovor claim, nnd (8} 
worry over family illness. 
The veteran.o reoa1v1ng irregular dieohn.rged· tended to 
adjust poorly nftar hosp1tnl dieohe.l.~ge on(! the votornns 
roco1v1ng regular d1schargon tondod to adjust in a.P.at1s-
fnotory ?Tlo.nner. About a third of the former group, however, 
adjusted 80. tistnotor1ly. The frunily problems wore difficult ' 
and strained among those receiving irregular discharges. 
v:here satisfactory adjustments were mado among this group, 
the voterans had poroonnl strengths and qualities which 
ovoroamo their difficult anv1ro~~entnl problems. Among the 
:majority of those reoo1v1ng 1rrogular d1aoh,trc;es, there wns 
gron.t emotional d1ff1oulty which interfered VJ1th adJuctrnent 
to the tuberculous condition as woll en to tho total s1tuo-
t1on. Among those regularly d1oohnrged homo, rnrnily, work, 
1ncomo, vocnt1onal intoreot e-nd physical conditlon were loss 
problematic and more stablo than omong thoae roca1v1na irregu-i 
lar discharges. Generally spoaking, a oooparat1vo, 1nteroftted 
1ntoll1gont awareness or the d1soeoe by tho .family ond 
Veteran meant lOBS stress and strain SO thut the Veteran 
could place all hts energies toward attaining a satisfactory · 
adjustment. Among the youngor tuboroulous veterans thoro 
w~s =uoh more ambition to eet well and fit into as normal a 
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vocational situation as possible, which was conducive to 
beneficial social .adjustment. An exaggerated sense of family 
responsibility and financial need was common among the veter-
e.ns who w.er'e; 1tlO.lcing satisfactory physical adjustments. or 
the fifty eases studied, it was interesting to note that 
about 75·per cent of the tuberculous veterans had adequate 
(:inancinl .ino.ome. 
; ..... -... 
· This study brought o,lt the limitations already referred 
to in Chapter I especially with regard to the inadrlsabilf- : · 
ty or immediate rollow~:up 1n a grant man,- or tho cases where 
the physical condition was presumed arrested at the time or 
disohnrge from the hospital. The veterans 1n these cases 
usually undergo a transitional period between hospital dis-
charge and readjustment to their post-hospital world. Dur-
ing this per'-od feelings of dependencr fostered by the 
hoapi tal set.ting especially among those long hospitalized, 
undergo mo.dificntion, The comparatively few veterans who 
enter.ed vocational training during the pl'l:riod of study was . 
one indication of .the need for later entrance into the ease 
by a follow-up sooial worker, in order that post-hospital 
social. adjustment be evaluated more.etfectively. 
Approved, ~ 
f2L.Lke~--
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
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SCHEDULE 
I. BACKGROUND 
Name 
Age ---------------------------------------------
Marital status 
Occupation -------------------------------------
Eduos.tion Diacharge-=s~t~a~tu~s;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Medical situation ~--------------------------------
II. SOCIAL FACTORS 
ft 
P Home environment 'I " ____ _.;... _______ _ 
!i Family situation~-=:------------------
!; Rela t!on to veteran 
q History of tuberc~u""'!~o~s'7'i~s--------------
~ 
n Financial stntue 
:: Significant atti'J::t'!':'u'3'd~e=-s---------------
Work history 
Former ooc'!':'u=p=-a~tTi~on~--------------------------------
work 'l'olere.noe 
Future plans ---------------------------------
Training Rehabi~l71~t~a~tTI~o~n~u~n~a~er~v"Ar---------------------------
Sohool plans 
Personality fa~o~t~o~r~s-----------~--------------------
Emotional maturity~--------------------------------Degree of dependency _____________________________ __ 
Personality traits 
Attitude toward 1l~!=n~e~s~s-,-h~o=-s~p~1~t~a~i~-----------------
Soo1al adaptability ________________________ ~------
!!!. SOCIAL SERVICE 
Reason for referral 
Veteran's understo.n~d~l~n~g~o~r~s~o~oria~!~s~e-r~v~l~o~e~------------Needs recognized ____________________________________ _ 
Heeds met Worker's ~e~v~a~l~u~a~tT!~on~s---------------------------------
Degree and extent of content ________________________ __ 
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